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Kennedy touts biomedical graduate school
By Tony Reaves
Copy Editor
The University of Maine's
graduate school of biomedical
sciences will see its first semester this fall with 11 students,
according
to
University
President Robert Kennedy.
At a breakfast with the
Bangor Region Chamber of
Commerce Tuesday morning,
Kennedy told a crowd of
approximately 70 about a host
of benefits the new school will
bring to Maine, including what
he called "its potential to help

transform Maine's economy."
The school will represent a
collaboration of UMaine with
several institutions statewide
The
Jackson
including
Laboratory, Maine Medical
Center Research Institute, and
Mount Desert Island Biological
Laboratory. The large scope of
the school means a faculty size
of about 80, rivaling major
nationwide biomedical programs, Kennedy said.
Some diseases, such as diabetes, obesity and heart disease, occur in disproportionately high numbers in Maine.

Kennedy told the crowd at the ical science is that, "It has spinBlack Bear Inn how a biomed- offs that you don't anticipate.
ical school "would focus on That's the nature of research in
those and improve overall the first place. It's also the
healthcare in Maine." He said nature of these kinds of prothe graduate school would also grams."
lure biotechnology companies
The graduate school would
give UMaine its first publicly
to the state.
In addition, the school cre- funded medical school, someates potential for the University thing most other land grant uniof Maine to spin off its own versities already have. To comcompanies in the field. The uni- pete with those schools, student
versity has created more than stipends for the program would
30 companies in Maine branch- be $23,000 per year, which is
ing from academic programs, high for UMaine but competiand holds 50 patents. Kennedy tive for the field.
said an advantage of biomedThe initial cost for each stu-

dent will be about $30,000 per
year, said Keith Hutchinson,
the graduate school's interim
director and a professor in the
of biochemistry, microbiology
and molecular biology at
UMaine.
This
includes
stipends, fees and tuition.
"Current funding into the
GSBS will allow for admission
of up to approximately 11 students,"
Hutchinson
said.
Faculty
members in the
Graduate School of Biomedical
Sciences are currently reviewing
See KENNEDY on Page 7

Bear Brew receives
90-day conditional
operating extension
By Brian Brown
News Editor

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON

CANDLES FOR CANCER— Cancer survivor Danel Bahr and Andrew Harmon of The
American Cancer Society maintain the candlelight vigil Wednesday night on the steps of
Fogler Library.

Students protest federal budget

"They're working hard to do what
needs to be done to ensure public
safety."
The Bear Brew Pub received a
The restaurant was closed by
90-day extension of its condition- DHHS inspectors for six hours on
al operating license Tuesday, one Jan. 20 for "numerous health and
month after it was temporarily safety violations," according to
closed by the Maine Department Kippax.
of Health and Human Services for
The owner of the facility, Matt
health code violations.
Haskell, had corrected the two
According to Lynn Kippax, chief violations, which centered
DHHS director of public and on the restaurant's refrigerator
media relations, the department running too warm and the lack of
conducted a second inspection on a hand-washing station near the
the 30-day anniversary of the pizza preparation area. He was
issuance of the conditional issued a conditional license later
license. He said the inspectors that afternoon and allowed to refound significant improvements at open that evening.
the facility.
Despite the progress, there is
"The owner has made substan- still work to be done. Kippax said
tial progress when it comes to that one of the inspectors rated the
meeting the concerns of DHHS
See BREW on Page 7
inspectors,"
said
Kippax.

Head In The Clouds

Vigil held in response to proposed funding cuts for cancer research
By Khela Kupiec
Assistant News Editor
As the sun set Wednesday njght,
candlelight flickered across the illuminated faces of protesters who
defied the freezing temperatures to
support their threatened cause for
cancer research.
Students,faculty and community
members rallied together in front of
Fogler Library to protest the budget
for the fiscal year of 2007 proposed
by President Bush at the beginning
of this month.
Bush's proposal will freeze the
National Institutes of Health's budget. effectively forcing cuts for 18 of
the 19 institutes under the umbrella
of the NI-J.

An identical rally was held in
Portland at the same time; across the
country similar events are being held
to send elected representatives a
message asking them to oppose the
cuts and support increased funding
for cancer research and programs.
The proposed budget would cut
the National Cancer Institute's budget by $39.39 million, about $186
million
below
what
the
Congressional Budget Office estimates is needed to maintain the current research projects.
"There simply is no investment
that promi,ses greater returns for
America than its investment in biomedical research," said Sen. Susan
Collins, R-Maine, in a statement
prepared for the rally. "I therefore

was deeply disappointed that the
president proposed cuts in funding."
The National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Disease, in charge of
research for biological terrorism and
bird flu vaccinations, was the only
institution that did not receive a cut.
According to the World Health
Organization,the bird flu is a serious
threat: 161 people have been infected and 86 have died so far.
In contrast, last year 1.4 million
Americans were diagnosed with
cancer and 565,000 died. In 2006
it is estimated that 7,910 Maine
residents will be diagnosed with
cancer and a little less than half
that number will die, according to
See PROTEST on Page 3
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AIRWALK — Two workers from Facilities Managements work
on an underground steam conduit outside of the Donald P.
Corbett Building. Maintenance crews have been working all
week to keep the heat flowing to all parts of campus.
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STUDENT SENATE NOTES

UM president outlines fundraising goals at Student Senate
Kennedy highlights strategic plan that aims to turn university into 'institution of the highest academic excellence'
By Ryan Clark
Staff Reporter
Besides
receiving
good
reviews from the state legislature,
the General Student Senate also
garnered praise from University
of Maine President Robert
Kennedy.
The
university
leader
addressed the group for more than
an hour during its seventh meeting of the semester on Tuesday in
the Multi-Purpose Room of
Memorial Union.
"I think that one of the .major
roles of Student Government is to
provide a conduit or access for the
students to the administration,"
said
Student
Government
President Brigham McNaughton.
"We are excited to hear about
the great things in store for our
university. I feel it will boost
morale about the University of
Maine."
Kennedy, who spoke on multiple issues, stated that different
lawmakers and other individuals
across the state were impressed
with the GSS and the students
who attend the university.
Not only was Kennedy in
attendance, but the GSS was also
greeted by Dean Robert Dana,
Interim Provost Dr. John Mahon
and Board of Visitors member
Matthew Rodrigue.
Throughout the evening,
Kennedy often referred to one of
these three whenever questions
focusing on specific issues were
brought up.
It was the first time he spoke to
the GSS since becoming president. However, he spoke to the
group when he was the provost in
2003.
"I enjoyed my experience here
tremendously," Kennedy said of
the meeting.
"It shows that we have a number of involved students that really care about what is going on."

Once Kennedy concluded his
introduction, the first item he
spoke to the GSS about was the
university's strategic plan, which
is designed to increase the opportunities for UMaine students.
Besides creating opportunities,
other portions of the plan center
on funding, quality of instruction
and research.

"Public perception ofthe
school is the highest it's
been in about20 years."
Robert Kennedy
President
University of Maine

According to Kennedy, who
wrote the plan before coming to
UMaine, the basis of the plan as a
whole was to create an institution
of the highest academic excellence.
An example that he used was
the Honors College. In 2002, the
college was referred to as the
Honors Program. Kennedy stated
that since its name change, the
Honors College has gone from
235 students to more than 700.
Along with the improvements
made to the Honors College,
Kennedy also pointed out how the
plan has garnered recognition for
the university.
"A lot of what I am doing as
president is talking about the
school," Kennedy said. "Public
perception of the school has been
the highest it's been in about 20
years."
Another example he used was
the interdisciplinary programs,
which allow students within the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences to design their own

major with the help of faculty
members from different departments.
The last issue he discussed
before answering questions from
the GSS and others in attendance
was the attempt of getting private
funding for the university.
Kennedy said the goal was to
raise around $150 million During
the speech, Kennedy indicated
that parts of the money would go
to fund certain programs.
"The overall goal is to give
$60 million for endowed chairs,
$40 million is for academic scholarships, $40 million is for facilities and then there is $10 million
for
academic
excellence,"
Kennedy said.
From there, he went on to
answer questions ranging from
subjects such as the interdisciplinary studies program to the recent
issue of replacing the trees on the
mall.
One student submitted a question to Sen. William Pomerleau,
who asked Kennedy if the strategic plan will include the closing
of smaller schools and whether or
not it will save money.
"That is a largely controversial
issue," Kennedy said. "There was
a meeting that was held on that
subject 10 days ago and a final
plan will be made in May.
"No plans have been made
to merge a campus such as the
University of Maine-Augusta,
but there is discussion about
the University College of
Bangor."
After answering a few more
questions, Kennedy closed his
speech by stating that the GSS has
an "important, serious role, but
they should never underestimate
the impact they have."
Once Kennedy's speech coneluded, the GSS went on to discuss resolutions, one of which
was an act to gain senate approval
on a communications fee

Project to benefit war-torn children

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON

FORWARD THINKING — UMaine President Kennedy
speaks to the General Student Senate about his upcoming
fundraising campaign during its meeting on Tuesday.
increase. The resolution passed by
a gavel vote, which is when the
chair of the meeting declares that
enough hands are raised to indicate a majority.
The GSS also defeated its first
resolution of the year.
The act would have allocate
funds to VICE magazine, which is
a 16-page newspaper magazine,
The group accomplished a lot
during what was its longest meeting

of the semester at over four hours.
"We started the meeting with
26 senators, and we finished with
24. I was pretty proud of the senate," Sterling said.
"We have some new senators, and I was pleased that
very few people left. Everyone
else stuck through it and we
still were able to get business
done, including one debate that
stretched quite a while."

www.mainecampus.com

Rawley volunteering to make illustrated picture books for African nation
By Brian Sylvester
For the Maine Campus

hasn't been touched by the news."
The Memory Project started to
provide children of war with portraits
For the children of northern of themselves to help them to have a
Uganda, being afraid of the dark has good memory from their childhood.
taken on a whole new meaning. In The project expanded and now offers
the rural areas of the war-tom coun- blank-paged books to student and
try, thousands of children take to the adult volunteers. Volunteers are
streets each night, seeking shelter asked to fill in the books with posifrom night-time attacks in the cities. five, uplifting stories and illustraThey are hiding from the Lord's tions. The books are then sent directResistance Army, a militant rebel ly to the children of Uganda.
Rawley hoped that the students at
group seeking to overthrow the curUMaine will get involved in this
rent Ugandan government.
In an effort to help these children, project. "Once you make a book,"
Caroline Rawley,the project coordi- she said,"you start wondering about
nator at the Black Bear Volunteer what's going on down there."
The civil war in Uganda has
Office and a sophomore business
:
administration major, has decided to raged for nearly 20 years. The pd.
reach out. She has begun working in rnary violence comes from dissident
connection with a non profit national groups such as the LRA, which is
agency called the Memory Project, notorious for kidnapping young chilwith the goal of writing, illustrating dren to serve as sex slaves or soland sending books to the children of diers. The LRA was started in 1987
as a rebel group dedicated, or so it
Uganda.
"I would like people to be more claims, to establishing a theocratic
aware of this humanitarian crisis," society based on the Ten
said Rawley. She went on to discuss Commandments.
Its founder, Joseph Kony, has
how odd it was that the civil war conflict in that area has not received been indicted on 33 charges by the
much news coverage. "I just can't International Criminal Court, 12 of
believe that something so horrible which are for crimes against human-

ity like rape,sexual enslavement,tortare and murder. The group relies
heavily on kidnapped children to
swell its ranks. "Eighty-five percent
of the LRA is made up of these chilciren," Rawley said. Experts estimate
that the LRA has kidnapped nearly
20,000 children since 1987.
The civil war in Uganda has crtppled that nation's economy, killed
thousands, and displaced an estimated 400,000 people from their homes.
Because of the threat of kidnapping
and violence, some 44,000 children
leave their villages each night to seek
shelter in empty churches and buildings in the cities.
It is these children, called the
Night Commuters, who the books
will be addressed to, and the hope is
that these books will bring some
small measure of comfort and hope
to their troubled lives.
Students wishing to write or illustrate books for this project are
encouraged to contact Caroline
Rawley on FirstClass, or visit the
memory project Web site at
www.memoryproject.org.
"Even if you aren't going to get
involved in making the books, get
educated," said Rawley.
.•

Preschool
Story Hour?
Monday, February 27th*
1:00pm - 2:00pm
Come and listen to Jane Wellman-Little,
Hattie Shelton and other guests from the
College of Education as they breathe
life into some of today's favorite stories!
* Preschool Story Hour will also be offered:

March 27, April 3 & April 10
ERSITY OF

For more information, call 581-1700.
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PROTEST
From Page 1
the American Cancer Society.
"Today we face new challenges
such as the avian flu and public
health crisis stemming from repeated hurricanes pummeling the Gulf
Coast," said Sen. Olympia Snowe,
R-Maine,in a statement prepared for
the rally.
"At the same time, we can ill
afford to minimize such major causes of morbidity and mortality as cancer."
Because of breakthroughs of
long-term scientific research, today
nearly 10 million Americans are
cancer survivors.
Earlier this month the ACS
announced that the number of
Americans who died from cancer
fell from the previous year for the
first time in seven decades.
"We're making significant
progress and we can't retreat from
that now," said Andrew Harmon,
spokesman for the American Cancer
Society, which was responsible for
setting up the rally with the help of
members of Relay for Life to draw
attention to the issue.
Relay for Life is a global effort to
actively raise funds for cancer
research.
An overnight event, the challenge is for teams of 10 or more people to complete a relay-style walk or
run at selected venues.
Alisa Makson, who is involved
with the Relay for Life and is a junior psychology major, was diagnosed with leukemia at age five.
"I got started with Relay
because I'm a survivor and I don't
want anyone else to go through
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what I had to," said Makson.
Relay for Life at the University
of Maine will be held April 7 starting
at 4 p.m. and will run through 10
a.m. Saturday, April 8. For the second year running the fundraiser,
their goal is to get 30 teams involved
in the relay and to raise at least
$27,000. I ast year's relay raised
$18,000, according to Jason
McCormick, senior psychology
major. For more information on how
to organize a group, contact Jason
McCormick or Alisa Makson on
FirstClass.
Elise O'Neil, a breast cancer survivor, was the representative from
Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor
and joined other cancer survivors
who spoke at the rally.
She shared her personal battle
and read a statement from Jackson
Laboratory testifying that the funding is now just as critical as ever.
Cancer survivor Danel Bahr
spoke at the rally and said all survivors were living proof of the
importance of cancer research.
During President's Day week he
was asking the president to keep his
previous promises to support the
cause for a cure.
One of the protesters, Jennifer
Currid, a senior communication sciences and disorders major, is also
one of the millions of people affected by the disease and asking for governmental support.
Currid lost her grandfather to
leukemia and her grandmother is
currently in remission after being
diagnosed with kidney cancer two
years ago.
"If we do not fund promising
research, it will amount to a conscious decision to abandon efforts
that could very well be on the cusp
of a cure," said Snowe.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON

CANDLE IN THE WIND — Supporters of the American Cancer Society gather outside Fogler
Library Wednesday to protest proposed cancer research budget cuts by President Bush.

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.

The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer experience that marks the beginning of your career as an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army.

mllp
ARMY
IN
ENROLL
0
ARMY
BECOME AN
U.S.ARMY

QUALIFY FOR A 2-YEAR ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP! CONTACT CAPTAIN JIM MORENO, 581-1125
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Thursday
Music Technology

Built on the Back of Slaves

New application of DVD technology for advanced music
instruction, part of the Research
Cafe series. 4 p.m. in the
University Club room of Raymond
H. Fogler Library. For more information, contact Lyn Whittlesey on
FirstClass.

An ALANA students and alumni panel discussion; part of
UMaine's annual Black History
Month observance. 3 — 5 p.m. in
the Bangor Room of Memorial
Union. For more information, contact Jose Cordero on FirstClass.

Black History Month Dinner
The New Age of Empire
Thomas Remington will give a
lecture on "Putin, the US and the
New Age of Empire" as part of
UMaine's Distinguished Lecture
Series. 7 p.m. in Room 100 of the
Donald P. Corbett Business
Building. The event is free and
open to the public.

The history of African
American higher education in the
United States. 6 — 8 p.m. in
Stodder Hall and Commons. For
more information, contact Jose
Cordero on FirstClass.

Saturday
Telemark

Black Hollywood Film
America Beyond the Color
Line, part of the Peace and Justice
Film Series with a discussion following the film. 7 p.m. in 110 Little
Hall. For more information, contact
Doug Allen at 581-3860.

Introduction to telemark skiing
and backcountry primer at
Bigrock Ski Area. 8 a.m. at the
Outdoor
MaineBound-UM
Education Center. Registration is
required. Admission Fee. For
more information, contact Mike
Smith at 581-1794.

Friday
Sunday
Campus Planning Public Forum
An informational public forum
hosted by members of the
Campus Planning Committee. 10
a.m. in the Bangor Room of
Memorial Union.

Teacher's
Workshop

Experience

Finding your authority in the
classroom, offered by the Center
for Teaching Excellence. 10 a.m. —
noon in the Bumps Room of
Memorial Union. For more information, contact Gail Agrell on
FirstClass

Marine Science Lecture
Genetic engineering approaches for sustainable production of
marine bioactive metabolite, part
of the School of Marine Sciences
Seminar Series. 11 a.m. in 354
Aubed Hall. For more information,
contact Susanne Thibodeau on
FirstClass.

X-Country Skiing
An introduction to the sport for
two hours in the University Forest.
Equipment is provided and registration is required. Admission fee.
2-4 p.m. at the MaineBound-UM
Outdoor Education Center. For
more information, contact Mike
Smith at 581-1794.

Education Lecture
The preschool curriculum evaluation research project in Newark.
A look at program implementation
and professional development. 23 p.m. in 159 Shibles Hall. For
more information, contact Kay
Hyatt on FirstClass.

Sea Kayak Rescues
An introduction. 8 a.m.- noon
in the MBAC of the the
Outdoor
MaineBou nd-UM
Education Center. Registration is
required. Admission fee. For
more information contact Mike
Smith at 581-1794.

Field Sketching
A hands-on opportunity to
reproduce the art of nature by
nature artist Carrie Graham. 2-4
p.m. at the Page Farm and Home
Museum. Free. For more information, contact Mary Bird on
FirstClass.

International Buffet
Food is prepared by members
of the Student Heritage Alliance
Association. 5-7 p.m. in the
University
Club
room
of
Raymond H. Fogler Library.
Registration
is
required.
Admission fee. For more information, contact Gretchen Gfeller on
First Class.

Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Khela Kupiec or
dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important information about your
event. Deadlines for submissions are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9
a.m. Wednesday for Thursday
publication.

Think
you're
front page
material?

THE

AMPUS
Brian Brown
News Editor
581-1270
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Students to volunteer in Honduras
Two week spring break trip set to help children of Central American country
By Shannon Shutts
For The Maine Campus

the new library in Dulce
Nombre.
They are also planning a book
The Central American Service drive with the help of the brothAssociation, a newly recognized ers of Sigma Nu fraternity.
"We're building a library
group at the University of Maine,
is readying itself for a two-week because many of the people in
service-learning trip to Honduras Honduras are illiterate," said
Adams. "We just want to do
over spring break.
The group focuses on many whatever we can to help."
aspects of volunteering in
Honduras. This will be the third "We're building a library
trip for some students, and a first
because many ofthe
for many others as the organization is growing in numbers.
people in Honduras are
Among the service activities
the students take part in are
illiterate. Wejust want
spending time with children in
orphanages, volunteering in hos- to do whatever we can to
pitals and helping in elderly
help..fl
homes.
"We can all focus on different
Alison Adams
things," said Alison Adams, secSecretary
retary of CASA.
CASA
She said it is not only what
CASA can bring to Hondurans,
The group has worked to raise
but also what the group can bring
back to the UMaine community. funds for the trip to cover some
"I might make a Power Point of the expenses, buy supplies to
presentation and maybe present it aid in schools, provide books for
to the nutrition club or one of my the library and to provide impornutrition classes to make people tant hygienic supplies, such as
more aware of what's going on toothbrushes and toothpaste.
Fundraisers include selling
down there," said Adams.
Last year, the group took on a baked goods and crafts at a table
project to help build a library in on the first floor of Memorial
Union, along with homemade
Dulce Nombre, Honduras.
"They asked us, as a group, greeting cards that mimic those
'can you help us make a library? they saw while in Honduras.
and I said 'no, we're just a stu- They have started a bottle
dent group," said CASA account at Skeeter's Redemption
Center in Orono and have been
President Joel Simmons.
"So we came back and we're collecting bottles around campus.
CASA is also selling tickets
like, yeah, maybe we can do
something. So we formed this for a raffle, which many surgroup and started helping them rounding businesses have donatbuild a library. We're raising ed money or services to be used
money and we'll see what else as prizes.
Although the attempts and
they need."
CASA is currently collecting time spent have been useful,
books from neighboring libraries Amber Gallant, CASA treasurer,
and even making its own books said the group still wishes they
in Spanish that they will add to could do more.

"The trip is expensive; each
member is paying a lot of money
out of their own pocket to go
down and help. We're just trying
to make people aware of what
our group does, because we can
use all the help we can get," said
Gallant. "We can make a difference on our own, but we can
make an even bigger difference
with the help of others."
The group asked the student
senate for money, but it was
awarded $600, much less than
the $7,000 budget they had
requested.
"Next year, we will try to be
prepared much sooner; we are still
a very new group," Gallant said.
Student Senate was unable to
grant the request due to the
numerous funds allocated to student groups throughout the
school year.
Despite the funding setback,
members are still optimistic
about the trip.
"It's a lot of work," said
Gallant, "but after seeing what a
difference we made last year, I
can't not go back."
Another CASA member,
Jaime Smith, is new to the group
but has participated in other service-learning activities in the past.
"It isn't just the experience of
being there, it's also the fundraising and frantic preparation for
the trip that are enjoyable. If I
didn't have to work hard for the
trip, and for the people we will
be helping there, then I honestly
don't think it would mean as
much to me," she said.
"The experiences that we will
be bringing back to Maine with
us after our trip are worth more
can
than
one
imagine,"
continued Smith."Personally, I'd
much rather have the memories
of volunteering my time to others
instead of a nice tan as a result of
spring break."

&Hiliel

The Foundation For Jewish Campus Life

SHALOM!The University of Maine Hillel provides students with an
opportunity to explore Jewish culture, engage in activities and services with
other Jews, and connect to the broader Jewish community, Hillel is a student
run orginization. Hillel sponsors religious services, social activities, celebrations,
classes and study groups. Students do not have to be Jewish to become
involved with Hills!. Anyone can become a member. All are welcome.
If you are interested in learning more about Hillel or about Judaism, please
contact Rabbi Barry Krieger at 207-942-6915, RabbiKrieger@umit.maine.edu,
or Hillel's faculty advisor, Professor Laurie Osher, Laurie.Osher@umit.maine.edu.

Upcoming Hillel Events:
Bowling Night, Saturday 9:00. It's on
us! If interested, contact Brian Milakovsky
on FirstClass.
Passover Seder: April 13 @ 5:00. Join us
for our annual Seder with delicious food and
good company.
Also, there are meetings every Monday
at five in the Totman Lounge.
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VOICE YOUR OPINION
ORONO TOWN COUNCIL ELECTIONS
MEET AND GREET THE CANDIDATES
THURSDAY, MARCH 2
6:00-7:30 PM
TOTMAN LOUNGE, MEMORIAL UNION

CANDIDATES:
L IANNE HARRIS
ORONO RESIDENT

TERRI HUTCHINSON
ORONO RESIDENT

DOUGLAS INTRONE
UMAINE STAFF

ADAM KIRKLAND
UMAINE STUDENT

MORGAN MALINOWITZ
UMAINE STUDENT

DEREK MITCHELL
UMAINE STUDENT

THOMAS PERRY
ORONO RESIDENT

LUCAS PETERSON
UMAINE STAFF

SPONSORED BY THE
OFF -CAMPUS BOARD:

THE MAINE CAMPUS
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Student delegation to
volunteer in Nicaragua
By Jason Clark
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO BY KEV1N REARDON

PAST LEADER — Former governor Angus King discusses politics with both faculty and
Orono residents in the University Club Wednesday night. Earlier in the day King spoke in
Amy Fried's women in politics class.

Former governor King speaks at UM
By Brian Sylvester
For The Maine Campus
Former Maine governor Angus
King and Maine Equal Justice representative Rebecca Smith addressed
Amy Fried's women in politics class
Wednesday morning.
King spoke about the importance
of getting involved in politics.
—There are all kinds of ways to
influence public policy without holding office," he said in his introduction. "You can really change things
by being interested and persistent."
King also spoke about how easy
the Maine State Legislature can be
approached.
"Maine is very accessible," he
said.
He further advised students interested in affecting change in politics
to create their own group or join
already established non-governmental organizations.
"Maine has more NGO's per
capita than any other state," said
King, noting the ease of fmding a
group with interests similar to your
own.
With regard to women in politics,
King said, "I think women bring a
tremendous amount to political
jobs."
He predicted that the United
States would soon have a female
president, but said he thought that it
would more likely be a conservative

republican rather than democrat
Hillary Clinton.
King also recalled an anecdote
about his first political job, working
for Sen. Bill Hathaway, which he
received primarily because he
worked with Hathaway on the campaign trail.
"Politics is a noble calling," King

for low-income families," she said.
"Maine Equal Justice works most
closely with single-parent, femaleheaded households," she said, mentioning that single-parent families
represent about 90 percent of the
low-income families in Maine.
She described the process that
MEJ goes through to get information
from low-income families. The
"There are all kinds of group works with another nonprofit
organization, Maine Association of
ways to influence public Independent Neighborhoods, which
gathers information about the needs
policy without holding of
low-income families in Maine.
She spoke about the ease with
office. You can really
which the Maine legislature can be
change things by being approached and influenced by interinterested andpersistent" ested people. MEJ has helped pass a
law that allows parents to use sick
Angus King leave to take time off to care for a
sick child.
Former governor
It has also helped people who
State of Maine
work part time because of a disabled
family member receive unemploysaid,"unless all you want is power." ment benefits.
King,an independent, was goverIn both instances, receiving
nor of the state from 1995 to 2003 responses from people in the comand is now a successful lecturer at munity and having interviews with
the legislature were important.
Bowdoin College.
Smith spoke briefly about her
"For a lot of people, that's a very
involvement with the Maine Equal powerful experience going before a
Justice Organization, a nonprofit legislative body to effect change,"
group associated with Pine Tree said Smith.
Legal and dedicated to helping lowAmy Fried's class will meet with
income families in Maine.
former Maine stare legislator Mary
"Maine Equal Justice works on Cathcart, who was also present for
every kind of issue you can think of the lectures, later in the semester.

Honors College names visiting lecturer
By Sandra Grace
For The Maine Campus
The John M. Rezendez
Visiting Scholar in Ethics
Lecture is an annual series hosted by the Honors College that
addresses ethical issues of
national importance.
This year's visiting scholar is
Lily Yeh, a professor of art and
art history at the University of
Philadelphia.
In addition, Yeh is the cofounder and emeritus executive
director of The Village of Arts
and Humanities.
Yeh will present a lecture
titled "Beauty, Ethics and
Community Building" at 4 p.m.
on April 19 in Minsky Recital
Hall.

The visiting scholar is select- "Ethics in the Public Domain."
ed each year by a group of stu- Students should address an ethidents who consider timeliness, cal problem which faces the pubavailability and degree of inter- lic, offer a solution and address
est when making their decision.
any potential dissenting opin"It can be difficult to ions.
A panel of university faculty
choose," said Isaac Record,
Honors College associate. "But members judge the essays, and
Lily Yeh was definitely a top the winner will receive an
engraved plaque and $2,500.
choice this year."
As well as addressing the
The essay deadline is Feb. 24,
public, the scholar is asked to and students entering should
speak to both the Honors College submit five copies of their essay
as well as the college most close- to the honors center in Colvin
ly related to the lecturer's field Hall.
"We want students to know
of interest.
In addition to attending the that the deadline is coming up,"
John M. Rezendez lecture, stu- said Alice White-Cyr, Honors
dents have the opportunity to College associate.
enter an essay into the Rezendez
For further information, conEthics Essay Competition.
tact the Honors Center at 581The theme for the essay is 3263.

communities they visit with basic
needs. The delegation might also
take part in a human development
The Wilson Center student program, which works to combat
organization has announced that domestic abuse in the area and
it will send a delegation of eight promote community building.
The Student Organization,
students as a part of a construction
mission to Nicaragua over spring which already had a separate trip
break. The total cost of this effort planned and budgeted for later in
is estimated at more than $13,000. the year, decided to undergo this
The amount will need to be mission as well when approached
raised in its entirety by the stu- in mid-January by the Nicaragua
dents in the weeks remaining Covenant, an organization under
before March 5, the scheduled the New England Conference of
the United Methodist Church.
start of the mission.
"It's tough," said Shaw of the
"Not to worry," said Timoth
Sylvia, who serves as minister of planning and fundraising efforts
the Wilson Center as well as being thus far, "you usually have six
a student at both the University of months to do this, we've got one."
"We've got a long way to go,
Maine and Bangor Theological
Seminary,"the money will come." and a short time to get there,"
Though the group firmly wrote Sylvia in a letter the members of the delegation sent out to
agrees with Sylvia,
"It doesn't mean we're going family members seeking donato sit back and do nothing," stu- tions.
The students have taken the
dent Brian Shaw said. "We're
initiative to raise the money in
jumping in on faith."
The Wilson Center Student many different ways, from a 50organization has begun fundrais- 50 raffle to church mailings, even
ing efforts to raise money to cover asking local doctors' and dentists'
the expenses for the trip, which offices for donations of medicarange from plane tickets and tions and supplies for the villages.
"I'll feel good about it even if
accommodations for the eight volwe can bring them is 22 suitall
unteers to building supplies.
The main goal of the delega- cases full of toothbrushes," said
tion will be the construction from Sylvia.
Nicaragua is located in the
the ground up of three adobe brick
buildings which will serve as both southern end of Central America
churches and community centers and described by members of the
in the villages of the rural Las student delegation as the poorest
Spanish-speaking nation in the
Sergovia Mountains region.
"Whatever we don't get done world. The United States
the next delegation is going to Department of Defense lists the
nation's average yearly income at
take over." said Shaw.
Students on the trip will also $470.
Anyone interested in fundraiswork with local programs such as
children's' advancement and edu- ing efforts for the Wilson Center
cation, which provides free meals Student Organization's upcoming
and scholarships for children in mission trip should contact the
Wilson Center by calling 866need.
They will work with the 4227 or e-mailing wilson.cenWomens' Sewing Project, aimed ter@umit.maine.edu.
Anyone interested in learning
to teach local women self-sufficiency in making clothing for their more about or in supporting the
Nicaragua Covenant and its minfamilies and communities.
The students will also get istry should call 781-891-1199 or einvolved with healthcare initia- mail Chairperson Sandy Methus at
tives to provide the poor rural sandramellius@comcast.net.

Apartments & Houses

For Rent
Orono & Old Town
As low as $369 monthly per person
Eff, 1, 2, 3, 4,5 & 6 bedrooms available
Heat, water, sewer, plowing, mowing Included
Available June 1st & September 1St

KC Management
69 Main Street, Orono

ph: 866-7027
e-mail: kemanagementine@yahoo.com

E-mail or stop by our office Today!
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Environmental lecture
aims to curb pollution
By Tony Reaves
Copy Editor

rather than crossing lawns.
"Small things with big effects,"
said Anderson, are the key to lessenSmall gestures like turning off ing people's environmental footlights when you leave a room or prints.
Brigham McNaughton, president
removing yourself from catalog
mailing lists can do a lot of good for of Student Government and coordithe environment, according to Mark nator ofthe Green Campus Initiative,
Anderson, a professor in the depart- said Anderson's message is the basis
ment ofresource economics and pol- of the GCI.
"We can put our light switch
icy at the University of Maine.
Tuesday afternoon, Anderson timers in, we can do little stuff like
presented a lecture,"Do You Know that in the dorms, but the biggest
Your Own Footprint?," which was impact on campus is if we can
sponsored by The Green Campus change behavior and educate people," McNaughton said.
Initiative.
Nicole Mercier, a second-year
Anderson told the Bumps Room
crowd of about 25 people his "those forest ecosystem science major, was
dumb bastards theory," where people happy with Anderson's talk and the
blame pollution on corporations and audience participation.
"People got into a lot of discuspoliticians but continue to contribute
sion after," Mercier said."They were
to pollution on a personal scale.
"Humans leave a footprint of taking really different perspectives."
McNaughton and Mercier distheir activities, particularly with
rapid population growth and indus- cussed ways to avoid waste on campus.
trialization," Anderson said.
For example, Mercier said, the
with
demonstrated
He
www.myfootprint.org, a Web paper cups in Memorial Union are
site hosted by the Earth Day coated with #2 plastic and are harmful to throw away.
network.
As coordinator for GCI,
The page gives visitors a questionnaire to determine how many McNaughton is also pursuing instituacres of the earth their lifestyle uses. tional changes which would make
The speech struck a chord, as Maine more environmentally friendaudience members spoke up and ly.
For example,equipment in dining
debated the implications oftheir own
halls
uses a lot of electricity.
ecological footprints.
"I've watched the energy moniAnderson said students
could avoid a small amount of tors in Stodder when the dishwasher
environmental destruction sim- kicks on, and it just shoots right
ply by walking on sidewalks through the roof."

BREW
From Page 1
improvements as an "eight" on a
scale of one to 10 and there are
still improvements needed in the
facility's kitchen.
The spokesman said the DHHS
will return to perform another
inspection in 90 days unless they
are notified sooner by Haskell that
all the violations have been corrected.
"As far as the department is

concerned, if he meets all the conditions, he'll be granted a full
license," said Kippax. "He could
do it in a week; he could do it in
90 days. It's up to him [Haskell] to
make that decision."
Haskell was out of town and
was unavailable for comment.
According to Kippax,the terms
of the extended license are the
same as the conditional one.
The restaurant will not be able
to operate a full kitchen, and it
will only be able to serve pizza
and sandwiches. The restaurant
still holds a valid liquor license.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO

BREAKFAST WITH THE BOSS — President Kennedy addresses the Bangor Region
Chamber of Commerce at the Black Bear Inn Tuesday morning.

KENNEDY
From Page 1
applications to decide who the
11 students will be.
The current allocated funding will pay for those students'
first two years at a total of
about $660,000. After those
two years, Hutchinson said,
each student will be committed
to a graduate mentor at one of
the participating institutions,
who will be responsible for
funding in the last two years.
Kennedy said securing funding has been "a long haul," citing what he called a sad statistic: the state of Maine ranks Iasi
in the nation in university
research dollars invested per
capita. The GSBS will open up
a new source of funding, however.
Most of UMaine's research

Make sure you sign up for
email news updates at:
www.mainecampus.corn/register

Checking account, free & easy, seeks
value-conscious partner for perfect
relationship. www.ucu.maine.edu

UCU
UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

IkWay Attli1Citle SONiCOS Skked 8.
Orono• Portland • Bangor

www.ucu.maine.edu

Checking accounts have no fee and no minimum balance and are customized
with other free products like Home Banking.Fees would apply for unusual
activity like overdraft. Contact UCU for eligibility requirements.

The current state funding
will only see the 11 students
through their first two years.
The program will require additional funding to get a new
group of students next fall. In
2007, the university will
receive a small percentage of
profits from the Bangor racino
which was designated for higher education when the racino
bond passed.
In the meantime, UMaine is
conducting a $150 million comprehensive campaign for a
number
of
improvements
across the university. Kennedy
admitted it may sound like a lot
of money in Maine, but said
several universities nationwide
are currently running $1 billion
campaigns.
Kennedy told the crowd not
to look at the GSBS as another
academic program, but as
"priming the pump" for
Maine's economic future.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

Free & Easy Relationship

800-696-8628

funding grants come from the
National Science Foundation,
which has a $7 billion budget
that has shrunken annually in
recent years. The GSBS will
have access to funding from the
National Institutes of Health
and its $30 billion and growing
budget.
The University of Maine
currently receives research
funding through the Maine
Economic Improvement Fund.
"Each year, the state puts a certain amount of money into the
fund allocated to research institutions," said
Joe
Carr,
UMaine's director of university
relations. "Eighty percent of it
comes to the University of
Maine, so that's what we use to
leverage funding for other
kinds of projects."
According to Kennedy, grant
organizations like the NSF or
NIH then match the funding at
a ratio of five or six to one.
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Students pay
for flimsy
MaineCards
Many students have recently
had
with their
problems
MaineCards breaking or fading,
and therefor becoming unusable.
While Student Auxiliary Services
claims that normal wear and tear
is due cause for a free MaineCard
replacement, they also claim that
problems such as faulty magnetic
strips do not constitute normal
wear and tear. Therefor, many
students have to pay for
MaineCard replacements themselves, even if they are not directly responsible for the damage.
A MaineCard is essential for
most students, especially those
who live on campus. The university should be providing better quality cards for students, or
at least replacing them free of
charge, especially considering
the necessity of having a
MaineCard on campus.
The university would be
wise to take responsibility for
the poor quality of the cards,
rather than schlep the cost on
the students.

UMaine to
train doctors

SOAP Box

Opinion•Editorial

Cowardice
in Canada
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ing twice a day and must lube up with
insane amounts of lotion afterward to
keep their skin from falling off.
As for the patchouli-scented soap,
See LETTERS on page 9
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Information-challenged voters are a menace to us all
Unless you've been living
under a rock for the past three
months, you're probably aware
that the Orono Town Council has
started the ball rolling to boot
Ushuaia out of town. It's a shame
that it took such an event to call
public attention to the fact that the
Orono Town Council is so out of
sync with the University of Maine
student population.
Perhaps they are even a little
resentful that some of us are singlehandedly interrupting what would
otherwise be a "peaceful, cooperative and cohesive" community.
And rightly so — the majority of
these incidents are caused by the
under-30 crowd.
Despite these concerns, the
Orono community would be drastically different if UMaine didn't
call this place home. Thus, the
community should be governed
with respect to the needs of the 18-

STYLE EDITOR
24 population, which comprises an
overwhelming portion of its residents during the school year. The
overnight parking ordinances, the
motions to restrict the number of
residents per apartment, the timing
of town council elections — all of
these things appear to be directly
targeted against the student population.
On the other hand,I can't resent
the Town Council for the actions
taken against Ushuaia: They genuinely believe that they have in
mind the safety of Orono residents.
However, if it takes the Board of

Appeals four hours to debate what
a mosh pit is, it's not a stretch to
say that the Orono Town Council is
way out of touch with the students.
So why don't they consider the
whole picture? I blame you. Yes,
you.
Of the 8,506 registered voters in
the town of Orono, I wonder how
many of them are University of
Maine students. On-campus alone,
there are 3,696 Orono residents.
When you include off-campus students that live in Orono, I'm sure
that number probably overwhelms
the voting population of Orono.
There is no good reason that the
student voice is not heard in the
Orono Town Office. Write to your
council members. Go to the meetings. Make sure to fill out an
absentee ballot in the Town Office
before you go off to spring break.
See ORONO on page 9
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FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
One thing that always fascinates
me is how the great things our
armed forces accomplish are often
either ignored or downplayed into a
footnote on the news, especially in
times of war. We are bombarded
day in and day out with images of
soldiers' deaths and suicide
bombers. And every day it seems
that the anti-war movement grimly
celebrates each negative incident as
a way they can further perpetuate
their myth that all things military
equal nothing but killing, death and
destruction.
While killing and death may not
be emphasized in the military during recruitment, it's because that's
not what the military is all about. It
may be part of the job, but it's not
the job itself. The military is a much
more diverse organization than just
one designed to blow things up.
One of the most ironic factors playing against the infamous 'militaryindustrial complex'theory touted by
some anti-war activists is that the
Department of Defense is actually
one of the biggest providers of
humanitarian aid in the world. Has
anyone here really paid any attention to any of the humanitarian missions it undertakes every year?
While the news was transfixed
on covering the violence before the
Iraqi elections, did anyone take note
of the 1,000 army personnel working day and night to help the survivors of the Pakistani earthquake
last December? Let's go back a few
months further — Did anyone take
note of how quickly the Navy was
off the shore of New Orleans with
relief and medical supplies after
Hurricane Katrina? Or what about
the tsunami in India? Are people so
focused on these negative stereotypes of how the military works that
they are blinded with double standards and fail to see anything else?
It seems to me that many anti-war

Voting for all the right reasons

University of Maine President
Robert Kennedy spoke to UMaine
Student Government and the
Bangor Area Chamber of
Commerce Tuesday, promoting the
University's newest addition: The
Graduate School of Biomedical
Sciences. Kennedy promises that
the school, which will have 11 students next year, will help transform
UMaine's economy. He foresees
the school will bring a host of benefits, including an incentive for
more biotechnology companies,
access to the National Institutes of
Health's much richer pool of funding grants, and a focus on improving the overall healthcare in the
state of Maine.
We couldn't agree more. The
University of Maine is our system's flagship university, and one
of the few land-grant universities
with no medical school. Currently
there is no publicly funded medical
school in the state, and students
wanting to go on to higher education in the field of medicine are left
scrambling to apply to out-of-state
institutions.
Being too clean isn't natural
Hopefully the new school will
I am terribly sorry that Joanne
fulfill not only a long awaited need Bagley, in the Feb. 9 issue, had an
for the people of the state of aversion to the way people naturally
Maine, but also boost Maine's eco- smell. These scents, called
nomic future.
pheromones,are there to attract mem-

longer than 300 words in length and
should include the author's name.
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March 2 there will be another meet
and greet on campus, at the Totman
Lounge in Memorial Union. You
can also e-mail the candidates your
From Page 8
questions at info@orono.org,
And,just like the town of Orono according to the town's Web site.
should feel responsibility to the stu- Candidate bios are also available on
dents of the University of Maine, the
town's
Web
site
you should likewise feel responsi- (www.orono.org).
bility to the town of Orono. Make
Even more important than
sure you are educated about not voting in the upcoming eleconly the candidates but the issues as tions is that you contact our
well before you cast your ballot. Town Council members to
How are the candidates going to voice your comments and conreassess the aging infrastructure of cerns. Nothing is more powerthe town? What's their plan to ful than opening the lines of
revamp the public works building? communication between the
How are they going to improve the students and this town, and you
roads, and what are they going to don't even have to be a resident
do to help out the school system?
to do it.
At 7 p.m. Monday, Feb. 27, the
Pattie Barry is a third-year
candidates will be available for a French and new media major who
meet and greet in the Orono Town doesn't live in Orono but loves it
Office, and at 6 p.m. Thursday, very much.

ORONO

before returning to the States and
then discovering the values held by
the Quakers.
Regardless, the beliefs of
From Page 8
Hinzman, whether he's a true
advocates are far from being on the Quaker in spirit or just for convenmoral high ground they claim to be, ience, are not important in the
since they also sit in cozy rooms and debate of whether his actions are
point fingers — just in a different considered dissent. What is impordirection.
tant is that there are soldiers like
As for Jeremy Hinman, he did- Hinzman who are in Iraq and
n't just 'join' the Army. He volun- Afghanistan, who do not support
teered for infantry duty, and then the war or President Bush, but they
went even further to volunteer for went and did their jobs anyway.
airborne trainingm — he was plan- When their orders came through to
ning a career in positions that would be shipped out, they held up to their
undoubtedly put him into combat if obligations, said goodbye to their
a situation ever called for it, which it friends and family and joined their
obviously did. He was 21 at the time comrades in arms. Hinzman did not.
of his enlistment,far from being the He deserted. That is a travesty that
naive, innocent child he is some- few people, especially those who
times portrayed to have been. I claim to be anti-war, seem to care
doubt he was anything but fully about. That is why Hinzman is a
aware of what he was getting into. coward.
Even after Sept. 11, he completed a
Paul Goodman is a second-year
non-combat tour in Afghanistan new media major.

COWARD

LETTERS
From Page 8
I prefer just to use the oil on my neck
rather than waste the water. Finally, I
don't tell you not to brush your teeth
with enamel-damaging bleached
toothpaste three times a day,so please
don't tell me how often to brush my
teeth.
Alessandra Batson
Second-year sustainable agriculture major

up with showing how women have
succeeded,they continue to be collectively excluded from having real economic and political power and personal validation independent from
men. For sociologists, it is general
knowledge that to be white and to be
male is to have tremendous privilege
by default in society. Men automatically have access to opportunities,
resources and recognition that
women and people of color don't
have. Open your eyes.
I must stress how dangerous it is to
force women to get a man's, or for
that matter, anyone's consent. Ideally,
healthy relationships would be prevalent and women and men could openly discuss issues and decisions regarding pregnancy and children. However,
this is not the case for millions of
women around the world. Countless
women are in abusive relationships. It
is a violation of women's reproductive
rights to put her health and her future
fully or partially into the hands of
men. How is it fair for a man who
wants to have a child to force his wife
to complete a pregnancy — something
that she would have to face every second of every day of her life?
Violence against women, including domestic violence, is a worldwide
issue. Domestic violence and rape
against men does happen; however, it
is.not nearly as prevalent or a sign of
systematic oppression as it is with violence against women. Your focus on
men's issues simply de-values the
importance of women's issues.

Women's rights
Feminism attempts to amend the
gender-based oppression of women
and is a form of political action, personal liberation and a theoretical
examination of how male and female
gender is constructed and performed
in societies. Feminism is a criticism
and attack on patriarchy as a system,
not an attack on men and their
"rights." Men as well as women needto be aware of how they are influenced by gender roles, and of how
patriarchy weaves its way deep into
all our lives. Throw away your fear
offeminism and do some research in
the social sciences. Why do you need
rnasculinism when it is, at the core,
the same as feminism except with an
emphasis on the group of people that
are already culturally defined as
dominant?
Yes, every human being suffers
from judgments by others. Yet, to be
a man is not to be part of an
Emily Lord
oppressed group. No matter how
Second-year women's studies
many exceptions or tokens you come major
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Domestic violence on our campus
There's a lot more to this subject than you probably know
We all know the basic definition of domestic violence, as well
as what is classified as domestic
abuse — or do we? If you think
you know everything there is to
know about domestic violence
and abuse, I suggest altering your
way of thinking for a few
moments and daring to possibly
learn something new by reading
this article.
Many individuals are misinformed or make generalizations
about domestic violence and feel
it is not something that will ever
have any effect on them.
Unfortunately, domestic violence
has a huge impact on most of the
population at one point or another.
The purpose of this article is to
share my findings and hopefully
educate other students and professors of UMaine, as well as any
other readers.
I distributed a survey about
domestic violence last semester.
One of the questions was,"before
now,had you ever heard about the
query report available from Public
Safety via online?" Every
response I received from this
question was "no." It is clear to
me that students are unaware of
the local statistics that are published by UMaine's Public Safety.
While domestic violence cases are
not specifically listed on the query
report, other crimes that are listed,
such as sexual offenses, give an
idea of how many cases generally
occur. See http://www.umaine.
edu/publicsafety/ for the statistics.
In the process of my research

JULIE
ADAMS
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
for local statistics affecting college students, I sought out the
help of Carey Nason, Project
Coordinator of the Safe Campus
Project. The Safe Campus Project
is an on-campus program
designed to help students and faculty members who need counseling services or advice with a wide
variety of issues, such as interpersonal violence, sexual and dating
violence, and stalking.
Although Nason provided me
with great insight on domestic
violence in a statistical sense, a
discussion with a victim provided
me with more valuable information. What many people do not
realize about domestic violence is
that it is not always classified as
physical; while broken bones and
bruising received from a family
member or significant other are
certainly classified as abuse, emotional and verbal actions can also
be considered as such.
Alcohol use can play a part in
domestic violence, but it is never
acceptable for a batterer to blame
the use of alcohol for their irresponsible actions. Batterers also
blame their poor behavior on the
way a person acts; parents who
abuse their children often attempt
to rationalize their motives by
saying things like, "She deserved
it. I said no more candy."
Nason said UMaine students

seek out counseling services for
domestic abuse issues, but do not
report the offenses to law enforcement agencies. While about nine
sex offenses were reported in
2004 in the Public Safety query,
Safe Campus heard from many
more people than this. According
to the Maine Coalition to End
Domestic Violence, new cases of
domestic violence in Maine are
reported to police every 1 hour,37
minutes, and there are more than
500,000 women battered in the
state of Maine.
While women tend be the primary victims of domestic violence, it is important to keep in
mind that men and children can
also be victims, whether directly
or indirectly. According to the
NYC Gay and Lesbian AntiViolence Project of 1996, abuse
occurs in about 25 to 33 percent of
homosexual relationships.
Hopefully there will be a day
when education on domestic violence helps to make a positive difference in victims'lives. Until that
day, however, I encourage all citizens, young and old, to take it
upon themselves to make a difference in any way possible. While
moving mountains may not be
everyone's cup of tea, we must
remember that no matter how big
or small our actions are, they are
all a step for something much better in the long run. I believe in a
day when domestic violence is an
issue of the past, and I hope others
feel the same way.
Julie Adams is a first-year
social work major.

Will the real Jesus please stand up?
Theater troupe performs well while the script doesn't
The School of Performing
Arts' production of "Jesus Christ
Superstar" features excellent performances by the cast as well as
fine music and set design. The
TV news reports of the events
leading up to Jesus' crucifixion
are a particularly interesting and
well done aspect of this production. Congratulations to all those
who have been involved.
The primary reason for this
article, however, is not about the
production, but about the play's
message, which seems to be
floating out in a vacuum, absent
any context. As a member of the
"youth generation" at the time
when "Jesus Christ Superstar"
was first performed, I couldn't
help but reflect on the several
levels on which this rock opera
connected with the young people
who first saw it in 1971. There
was the music of the times, of
course. But more importantly,
there was the spirit of the times.
As in Jesus' day, the issues of
poverty, oppression and change
were very much on many young
peoples' minds in the early
1970s. The 1960s and early
1970s were turbulent and idealistic times: The times of the civil
rights movement, the war in
Vietnam, the founding of the
Peace Corps, the re-emergence
of feminism and the sexual revolution. It was also a time when

JOHN
MADDAUS
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
young people put a lot of faith in
charismatic leaders, four of
whom met early deaths by assassination:
John
Kennedy,
Malcolm X, Martin Luther King
Jr. and Robert Kennedy. The
words in this play spoken by
Judas, the other apostles and
Mary Magdalene are at least as
much about the feelings of
young people toward their leaders in the 1960s as they are about
feelings the followers of Jesus
might have had during the week
leading up to his crucifixion.
Sadly, the voices of hope for
meaningful social change and
greater equality have been
reduced to a whisper in today's
society.
There's another way in which
the message of "Jesus Christ
Superstar" seems to be floating
out in a vacuum, absent any context. Despite having Jesus Christ
in the title role, this play is
strangely theologically inarticulate. The character of Jesus
Christ has little to say, and seems
uncertain, confused and caught
up in controversy about his
actions. Yet in the gospels, Jesus
cleanses the temple and preaches

authoritatively there, debating
the religious leaders and explaining God's preference for the poor
and the sick, who were the
majority of people in his time,
and globally, in our time as well,
and the people to whom his ministry on earth was primarily
directed. Jesus also prepares his
disciples for his death and resurrection, confronting their disbelief that such things should happen. In the play, the inarticulateness of the character of Jesus is
particularly evident in the scene
portraying the Last Supper. In
this scene, Jesus lays a guilt trip
on his disciples for their failure
to understand and appreciate
him. Speaking as a practicing
Christian and a member of the
Orono United Methodist Church,
I can say that the Last Supper is
a profound event that we celebrate in Communion, a time of
affirming Christ's covenant with
us and his continuing presence in
our lives. Finally, the play ends
abruptly with Jesus' crucifixion,
as a news reporter tells about the
death of a homeless man. There
is hardly a hint of the hope of the
Easter story; Jesus' resurrection,
the continuing presence of the
Holy Spirit, and the justice and
peace of the coming reign of
God.
John Maddaus is an associate
professor of education.
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Trade in the Metro, it's
time for a Town Car
Page 13

• New Orleans meets
Orono. Page 1.2

St

MUSIC
Soul Lemon
10 p.m.
Tuesdays
Blues Cafe, Orono

HAVE A SEAT — "Cardboard
Chair" by Julie Faloon, a civil
environmental engineering
major, is part of the exhibition
in Barrows Hall.

Roost
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Blues Cafe, Orono

Anew

Canadian Brass in Concert
Maine Center for the Arts and
Hudson Museum
Sunday, Feb. 26
3 p.m.

exhibit

THEATER

provides

"Jesus Christ Superstar"
Thursday-Saturday, Feb. 23-25
7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Feb.26
2 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium

creative
engineers a
platform for
displaying

ENTERTAINMENT
International Buffet
Sunday, Feb. 26
5-7 p.m.
University Club Room
Fogler Library

projects

ART
"Art By Engineers"
Through March 3
Barrows Hall

By Eryk Salvaggio
For The Maine Campus

The works of photographer
Michael Alpert, sculptor Laura
Fernstock and five landscape
paintings
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
through April 8
University of Maine Museum of
Art
Norumbega Hall, Bangor
$5; Free with MaineCard

CAMPUS PHOIC

Michael Lewis
Recent Paintings
through March 18
Carnegie Hall, University of
Maine

COMEDY
The Maine Attraction
Mariano Rodriguez
Friday, Feb. 24
9 p.m.
Main Dining Hall
Memorial Union

MOVIES
Kickin' Flicks
"Chicken Little"
Friday, Feb. 24
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Bangor Room
Memorial Union
"Black Hollywood: America
Beyond the Color Line"
Thursday, Feb. 23
7 p.m.
110 Little Hall

BARS
Open Mic Night
9 p.m. —11 p.m.
Wednesdays
Soma 36
Karaoke
4 p.m. - midnight
Thursdays
Staar Club
If you would like an event posted on the go!calendar, please
contact Pattie Barty on FirstClass.

science
The second annual "Art by Engineers"
exhibit in Barrows Hall brings students from
various engineering fields together under
the umbrella of art. The work is as varied as
the disciplines represented, with some
showing a clear connection to engineering,
while others are less obvious. But that was
the intention of the show's organizers,
according to Edwin Nagy, who helped plan
the event.
"One thing that I hope this show will foster is the knowledge that there is no need to
make the difficult choice between having a
creative career and being an engineer,"
Nagy said. "One can and should do both."
Some of the work does just that. Julie
Faloon's "Cardboard Chair" from 2005, for
example, is a chair made from cardboard,
showing a conceptual creativity in molding
and designing-a perfectly fine piece of furniture that can never be properly used. Joe
Gross' "$875 Toy" is a more literal look at
engineering a model, alongside blueprints,
computer renderings and a photograph of
the production of a toy car.
Others show work that seems to be the
manifestation of certain design frustrations.
Phillip Kohler-Busch's three drawings, for
example, come across as line graphs declaring a mutiny against order and reason.
Straight grids morph into complex spirals

within spirals in precise applications of randomness. One can imagine these works
coming out of blueprints and graph paper
during late nights of technical drawing.
Also made clear is the elegance of engineering
work
itself.
Travis
Hamel's
2004
piece,
"Transparent
Power," is made
up of three computer -rendered
engines, each with
a different angle or
layer of transparency. It is a fascinating image to
look at, with the
interconnection of
pistons and Gears
made clear to this viewer, whose only experience under a hood is picking up dropped
change.
The exhibit did miss an opportunity to
engage viewers like me, however, by presenting very minimal explanations of some
of the artwork. I would have been interested
to know how these artists feel about the connection of their a,rt to their engineering, and
See ART on Page 12

"Summer Tools," by
Jason Ustaris

:Northern Traditional
Dancers Bustle," by Jarrell
Donahue of the chemical
and bio-engineering faculty
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Settle, or Canadian Brass to
continue
blow the MCA away
searching?
Joel Crabtree
Copy Editor

Guys,
Girls
and
Games

By Kailee Bradstreet
The other night, my roomie
scuffed into my room and threw herself on my bed. She looked exhausted and anxiety-ridden. She bit her
nails, on the verge of tears, and told
me to keep her away from all males.
Typical behavior for a college
gal? Perhaps, but I was a little concerned. Mostly because lately I'd
been feeling the same way,and quite
frankly I didn't know if it was normal for girls to lose faith in men this
early in their dating careers.
My birthday came and went last
week, and I felt older but none the
wiser when it came to guys. So,
when my 46-year-old single aunt
from Florida called to wish me a
happy 22nd, I began to interrogate
her about relationships.
I thought I'd find some answers,
or at least some valuable advice.
Come on, she'd managed to survive
this far without giving in to society's
demands and committing herself to
marriage.
Since middle school, my mom
has told me that I have the same taste
in men as her sister: the bad boy type,
or something like that. I decided
maybe my aunt would comfort me,
tell me that she understood everything, and even reassure me that she
didn't regret any of her decisions.
Instead, her response threw me
for a loop.
She recounted her last meaningful relationship, which had endured
eight years. She broke it off after
realizing the guy,a party fanatic, had
wanted to live it up more than he
wanted to settle down. When I
admitted that I had worried my ex
was too conservative, she pointed
out that those were the guys whose
marriages usually worked out
Gulp.
Was she saying I should re-evaluate my guy-hunting tactics? I told her
I hoped to find a man who was
mature but still knew how to have a
good tithe, and I wasn't willing to
settle. That's exactly what she had
been searching for,she confessed.So
far, she'd turned up empty-handed.
Oh God. My worstfears had been
confirmed.
This fantasy man, who I had
been formulating in my head for
years, really was nonexistent. And
maybe the reason why I was so
attracted to these long-haired, backward hat-wearing rebels was really
because I had been harboring that
realization in my subconscious all
these years. I had been flying to let
myself down easy.
That's when I stopped and took a
deep breath. It suddenly hit me that
maybe I wasn't giving myself
enough credit I needed to have a little more confidence in myself, and
apparently I wasn't the only one.
Women are making passive
decisions to sleep with, date and
See GAMES on Page 13

The Canadian Brass quintet is coming to Maine Center for the Arts on
Sunday, March 5. The band is in its 34th season and has recently added
members Charles Lazarusand and Bruce Skulley on trumpet and horn.
Playing alongside Skulley and Lazarusand will be the original members:
Stuart Laughton on trumpet, Gene Watts on Trombone and Chuck
Dallaenbach on the tuba.
The group's performing style leans toward
3 p.m.
Baroque music, and they have recorded more
Sunday
than 60 songs. Among their favorites are
Johann Sebastian Bach pieces.
MCA
The group began performing in Ontario,
Canada in 1970 and have since performed all
over the U.S. Canada, Europe and Japan. The group spends most of its
time on tour and has gained a large international following because of this.
The Canadian Brass, along with its Baroque style, enjoys delving into
other music genres. They have experimented with jazz, contemporary
concert music and some more popular songs.
The group has been featured on television programs like "The Tonight
Show,""Today" and "Entertainment Tonight." They have also been featured in many music events and on PBS specials. They have created eight
videos, including a DVD showcasing their performances from over three
decades, entitled "Three Nights with Canadian Brass."
Canadian Brass is also interested in the future and the next generation
of music performers. They are chamber-in-residence at the Music
Academy in West Santa Barbara and created a summer music program at
Eastman School of Music. More information is available on their Web
site, www.canbrass.com.

WMEB Spot
Dupuy mixes
culture and
politics with
punk show

New Writing Series to
continue with Harryman
By Bridget Madden
For The Maine Campus

By Erin McNamara
Copy Editor
If anyone out there is looking
for a fix of international politics, Yann Dupuy's show
"Against the Grain" is the place
to go. Dupuy plays a mix of
American and European punk
music, covering a wide range of
sounds and styles within the
genre.
Dupuy didn't really have any
experience as a DJ before last
November, but had "Sat in with
some friends who had shows
back in France ... and I decided
to just go for it here."
His playlists reflect his own
personal taste, and while he
uses a great deal of his own
music, he says he enjoys the
flexibility afforded by WMEB's
library, emphasizing how much
easier it is for him to incorporate a wider variety of music
into his shows.
Most of Dupuy's picks
include intelligent lyrics and a
strong sense of political awareness. He spends quite a bit of
time on his show, setting up the
playlists the night before and
making sure he has all the right
CDs set out and arranged before
the show starts. Because of his
time slot — noon to 1 p.m.
Thursdays — he doesn't get
many listener requests or phone
calls of any sort. At one point,
though, he did get a phone call
from a guy identifying himself as
"the only other Yann on campus"
requesting a German punk tune.

PHOTO COURTESY OF GCC.EDU

HOT TOOTIN' — The Canadian Brass will be playing at the
Maine Center for the Arts this Sunday afternoon.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO

PUNKSTER — Yann Dupuy
has a radio show on WMEB
from noon-1 p.m. Thursdays.
Just because it's punk rock
doesn't mean it's in English.
Dupuy's
collection
vast
includes French, German and
Italian punk, which are good
choices for a few reasons. One,
they mix up the selection and
broaden the scope of the genre
here in the Anglo-centric
United States. Two, they're in a
different language, and that's
just plain cool. Three, the fact
that they're in a different language means there's never any
concern about swearing or
"inappropriate
language,"
because the general consensus
is, if you don't know what it
means, it's not a dirty word.
This saves a lot of headaches
for all parties involved, and
gives Dupuy a little more leeway when he's setting out his
playlist for the day.
Even though it's in the middle of the day, probably at the
time when you're in class, on
the road to work, or busy eating
lunch — food? People have
time to eat? — this show is
'worth a listen if you're into
punk rock with a bitterly political edge, and possibly in a different language.

tory, abstractions and androgyny,
the rational and the non-rational,
the creator and her artifact. They
This week's New Writing are organized against- normative
Series event features the poet, ideas while using whatever tools
dramatist and prose innovator of poetry, performance, philoCarla Harryman, this Thursday at sophic or autobiographical dis4:30
p.m.
in
Soderberg courses present themselves to
Auditorium of Jenness Hall.
advance their tellings. Concepts
Last week's reading, featuring such as narrative, character, and
the Grady Award
binary thinking
winners for creare manipulated
430
: p.m.
ative writing at
and scrutinized
University
of
but not adhered to
Today
Maine, demonmethodically. The
Soderberg
strated the wealth
writing is also a
Auditorium
of creative writresponse to literaers in the Orono
ture and
the
area. The New Writing Series things of the world: It does not
changes tack this week. Carla separate one off from the other.
Harryman will be the first artist In the world of the writing, words
"from away" to participate in the themselves may become characters and instincts are regarded as•
NWS this year.
Carla Billitteri, a professor of if they were books."
In addition to Thursday's
English at UMaine, cldssifies
Harryman as, "a writer and an NVVS event, Harryman will be
artist of extraordinary innovative visiting a seminar on contempotalents." According to the Web rary women's writing. At the
site for Adventures in Poetry, the seminar, she will discuss her
publisher of Harryman's latest work and show clips of her plays
book of poetry entitled "Baby," and performances. Students interHarryman "is identified with the ested in participating in the semiformation of the Bay Area lan- nar presentation, should contact
guage school of the 1970s and is Carla Billitteri on FirstClass.
widely acknowledged as an innoMuch of Harryman's work
vator in poetry, prose, and inter- "addresses perspectives and polidisciplinary performance works." tics of childhood." In her piece
Currently, Harryman is on the titled "Parallel Play," which is
faculty
Wayne
State included in the anthology "The
of
University in Detroit, Michigan, Grand Permission: New Writings
and lives in the Detroit area. In on Poetics and Motherhood,"
1978, she co-founded the influen- Harryman does as the title sugtial San Francisco Poet's Theater. gests: Writes a play parallel to a
In 2004, she received the award prose poem. Thus,on one page is
in poetry from The Foundation a prose poem and parallel to it, on
for Contemporary Performing the second page, is a play
Arts. In her acceptance speech, addressing similar concerns.
Harryman had this to say about "Parallel Play" addresses the
her work: "My writings are issue of female sensuality and
staged between creative genres
and theory, the domestic and hisSee NWS on Page 13
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Maine artist translates movement into sculpture
Student Art League invites 28-year-old
Kavanaugh to speak first in lecture series
By Eryk Salvaggio
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO

THE LONG WALK — Audience members at artist Wade Kavana
ugh's presentation participate in an interactive walk around Hill Auditorium, where Kavana
ugh had set up blue
painters' tape in the shape of foot prints.

ART
From Page 10

Saturday night is Mardi
Gras for Ushuaia party

vice versa. It may have given
the audience and artists alike
By Zech Dionne
insights into connections they
Copy Editor
hadn't seen before.
In the meantime, you'll
Looking for an entertaining
have to settle for a swing by Mardi Gras fix before your
stressthe awards ceremony to ask the ful last week of classes
before
artists themselves. The works spring break? This Saturday
night,
are available for silent auction, Feb. 25, Ushuaia will
celebrate
and you can bid on pieces until Mardi Gras a
the awards ceremony, March 1 few days early.
SHOW
at 7 p.m. Proceeds go to the This party will
Engineering Art Club, and you take the place PREVIEW
can get auction forms at the of Ushuaia's
LASST office in Barrows Hall. usual Soul Saturdays.
If you haven't been through,
The Mardi Gras events are an
the exhibit runs until March 2, annual tradition at Ushuaia.
"Most
and is online alongside last of our holidays we do
on the day,
year's
exhibit
at
the but this year [Mardi Gras] is the
Engineering Art Club Web site, Tuesday before spring
break,
http://www.engineering.umain which is prone to tests,
so we
e.edu/art/.
thought we would spice up our

don't cramp
my

regular Saturdays that are usually
huge with a Mardi Gras vibe," said
Alex Gray, Ushuaia owner.
The Ushuaia DJs will be in the
club, providing music for what
•looks to be a fun Mardi Gras party.
Beads and prize giveaways are
both promised for the event. "We
have several prizes from local
merchants and we'll have some
fun giving them away," said Gray.
The event will be ages 18 and
older. For people over 21, the
price will be $5. All under-21
partygoers will pay $8 admission. The doors will open at 8
p.m. For anyone seeking a way
to save their Saturday night with
an exciting Mardi Gras-style
event, a stop by Ushuaia would
be the right idea.

THE

NE
AMPUS

Pattie Barry
Style Editor
581-3061

Winthrop
native
and
Brooklyn-based artist Wade
Kavanaugh creates sculptures
that scale walls, circle spaces and
reflect a new method of thinking
about space and motion. He
offered portfolio critiques and
spoke at UMaine this Tuesday as
part of the Student Art League's
new guest lecture series.
His work employs the use of
various materials that seem like
maps or storm clouds. But the
sculptures themselves start from
shapes
derived
from
Kavanaugh's movements, which
he photographs and then traces.
He presented some slides of the
process, photographs with red
lines tracing the arc of his arm,
or the lift and descent of his foot
while running.
"Movement is a form of
thinking," he told the audience
gathered in Barrows Hall.
Explaining how he began thinking of his ideas of tracking
motion while working on a
sculpture, he said he came up
with the notion that his own
movements were creating the
pieces, and discovered that
movement was a way of defining the space a person occupies.
"People underestimate the
ways they perceive the world," he
said. While we all consider touch,
smell and sound as senses that
contribute to our understanding of
our surroundings," Kavanaugh
"People underestimate the role of
movements in creating that perception." To emphasize this,
Kavanaugh had the audience
walk in his footprints, which he

marked on the ground with tape
prior to the lecture. In this way,
the audience got a sense of what
it meant to move in a space
where so many movements were
possible. The members of the
audience were following one
another, but also taking up space
that had been occupied by another body beforehand.
Scientists from the National
Institute of Standards and
Technology recently made the
startling announcement that
they had managed to get six
atoms to spin in opposite directions at the same time. What's
more, they've reproduced these
results thousands of times. The
mind can't possibly fathom
such a strange concept as existing in multiple places simultaneously, but Wade Kavanaugh's
work shows us the infinite possibilities of our motions and
choices in a way that we can
better comprehend. This is the
principle
at
play
in
Kavanaugh's work, the various
forms and paths that our
motions can take.
Nathan Stevens of The
Student Art League says they are
planning future guest lectures,
but started with Kavanaugh
because he has Maine roots and
is making it as a successful artist
outside the state. "This is
extremely important, to show the
students here that it is possible to
be an artist, that this is a realistic
goal. Wade sets a great example
of the feasibility of working as a
practicing artist outside of the
academic setting," he said.
You can see some of Wade
Kavanaugh's earlier work on his
Web
site,
www.wadeka
vanaugh.com.

WMEBTop20
1
2

Belle and Sebastian • The Life Pursuit
Mylo • Destroy Rock And Roll

3
4

Arctic Monkeys • Whatever People Say I Am,That's
What I'm Not
Vacabou • Vacabou

5
6

She Wants Revenge • She Wants Revenge
Atomica • Metropolitan

7

Casiotone for the Painfully Alone • "Young Shields"
[Single]
8 My Life with Thrill Kill Kult • Gay, Black, Married
9 Beatings • Holding On To Hand Grenades
10 Brad Sucks • Don't Know What I Am Doing
11 Saint Etienn • Tales From Turnpike House
12 We Are Scientists • With Love And Squalor
13 Hot Chip • Coming On Strong
14 Induce • Cycle
15 In Flames • Come Clarity
16 Rawkus: Best of Decade I, 1995-2005 • Various
Artists
17 Yeah Yeah Yeahs • "Gold Lion"[Single]
18 Cosmic Starfish • Cosmic Starfish
19 Superdanger • Fight! Fight! Fight!
20 Up The Empire • Seaside[EP]

Tune in to your campus radio show, VVMEB 91.9,
Redefining the alternative.
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opportunities, both for personal
growth and for meeting other potential mates," Kemer writes.
This hit home with me.
From Page 11
I'd stayed in past relationships
ultimately fall in love with men they because I was scared I might not
never really liked in the first place," meet someone else as good. Now,I
according to sex therapist Ian Kemer was second-guessing my own ability
in his book"Be Honest — You're Not to ever find a guy that I would deem
That Into Him Either."
perfect. I knew my aunt was skeptiKerner warns that it's easy to get cal about how many good men were
stuck in a relationship that you left out there, and so were a lot of
weren't planning on staying in. His other women I'd talked to, including
advice? Don't settle for someone my roommate and my own mother.
who doesn't meet ALL your stanBut who can be certain?
dards. He's not recommending setI couldn't. That's why my new
ting unrealistic goals, just ones that resolution is to be less cynical wheftmeet your needs and make you it comes to dating. Keeping an open
happy. Because if you aren't happy, mind never hurt anybody, right? I
why would you bother?
mean,after all,I've only got 22 years
"If it's fear that's keeping you under my belt And if I never meet
there 'in the meantime,' you're Mr. Right, at least I can say I gave it
cheating yourself out of other my best shot

The 'Modern Man'is taking notes GAMES
Trendy goes down the tubes as the Rat Pack fades into antiquity
and many years later we were there are too many to name,
blessed with "Miami Vice." It although Jude Law would probreset the standard, while main- ably be the frontrunner.
taining the same intentions as
But what we, as modern
the Rat Pack style. Granted, men, need to do more than anyThe
Don Johnson and Frank Sinatra thing, is take notes. There are a
Modern
have little, if anything, in com- myriad of films, setting the
Man
mon. But the "Miami Vice" example:
"Ocean's
11,"
guys, Tubbs and Crocket, "Ocean's 12," "Rounders" and
changed the game, so to speak. above all else "Swingers."
They traded in Cadillacs and These movies are all about
By Joel Crabtree
Lincolns for Ferraris and other being a guy and going back to
If someone approached me more sporty cars. Although the carefree days of the Rat
and asked "Joel...what is the they weren't as classy as the Pack and even Tubbs and
modern man?" I would proba- previous "modern men," they Crocket to an extent. We, as a
bly answer, "You're looking at got the job done and were rev- gender, need to pursue this
him." Some people just don't olutionary. Thank God for lifestyle to the fullest, because
comprehend what makes the wearing loafers without socks. when people look back on this
era's modern man, we're going
modern man different from any
to have to stack up to _Sinatra
other average Joe. The answer
and Don Johnson, and that, my
to that: State of mind. It is more
We're notjust letting
friend, is a tall order.
of a philosophy than anything
So let's all take a step back,
else, but to fully understand the
ourselves down, we're
concept, it is necessary to dig
trade in your Geo Metro or
letting downfuture
Ford Focus for a Town Car or a
into the past of this movement.
Mustang, change into some
Essentially, the first "modgenerations who will
decent threads, check your look
ern men" of significance were
in the mirror, and pursue the
the members of the Rat Pack.
have no examples
life that we as guys were meant
They were cool guys, sharp
ofwhat makes the
dressers who lived a nearly
to live. Because if we don't,
then we're not just letting ourcarefree lifestyle, or at least
modern man.
selves down, we're letting
from an outsider's perspective.
down the future generations
They also had edge: Frank
who will have no examples of
Sinatra had ties to organized
And now, where does that what makes the modern man.
crime, but none of that really
It's kind of like what Vince
matters. Even with that, Sinatra leave us? The Rat Pack is
and the gang still out-class gone, Don Johnson's no longer Vaughn's character Trent said
in his prime and I wouldn't spot in "Swingers": "Who's the big
anyone living today.
The guys, especially Sammy Tubbs in a supermarket even if winner here tonight at the casiDavis Jr., set the standard for he came up to me, slapped me, no? Huh? Mikey, that's who.
how males should live, and it's and yelled "I'm Tubbs." So, Mikey's the big winner. Mikey
who exactly is setting the new wins." So go forth, and be the
one which still stands today.
But then things changed, standard for men? The truth is, big winner.

NWS
From Page 11
sexuality once a woman becomes
a mother. The play bounces over
to a monologue about a mother
viewing her son getting bullied at
school, then discusses the "two
male deities: one of them is
Papa, who is present everywhere,
the other is Don Juan," in addition to other stimulating topics.

Harryman's latest book of poetry, "Baby," is described as featuring "the sensual world and
critical perspectives of a maverick baby."
While her work is experimental and cerebral, it will be worth
seeing how she is able to present
such creations to the UMaine
community this Thursday. For
those unable to make it to
Soderberg, much of Harryman's
work is also available on loan at
Fogler Library.

monday, april 3rd, 2006
7 pm maine center for the arts
tickets on sale at mca:
friday, feb. 24th
box office: 581-1755

umaine students: $12
non-students :$24

Sponsored by Student Entertainment, Student Government, Inc.

Horoscopes
By Julianne Siegfriedt
Aries(March 21-April 19)
Watch that temper, Aries. Try not to
overreact because it will take
everything out of you. You'll need
that energy for something more
productive.

AMA

Gemini(May 21-June 21)
Sometimes it's good to give your
opinion, Gemini, but be careful of
6eing too critical. Try to see other
perspectives; it will be more beneficial to use those abilities.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today you will want to take over,
Cancer, so be watchful of that.
Nobody likes to be bossed around
so take that controlling energy and
do something physical. Don't worry,
this mood will pass.

NOUN. mi Q fl U.COM

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
You will be quite indecisive today,
Taurus. So many options! Take this
opportunity to do something new or
out of the ordinary. Think culture.
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Virgo(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
It is a great day for your intuition,
vrgo. You are wise to listen to
good advice. Just make sure you
are speaking with your head and
not from pure emotion for you
might offend someone if you're not
careful.
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Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Change is on the horizon, Leo,
especially in school. You may be
leaning more on the stubborn side
today but if you rely on friends a
little they will help you out.
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Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
It's time to stir stuff up today, Libra.
Change things around; you could
go buy new clothes or maybe
change your room around. Small
alterations can have a big effect on
your mood.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today may make you feel a little
cramped, Scorpio. Things don't
seem to be going your way lately
and you may feel a little cranky.
That's okay, take some time to
yourself and go somewhere where
you don't have to deal with anything or anyone. Bring a good
book.

.51./.1.1/06

Jibberla.sla
Q. How was the Roman Empire
cut in half?

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You have some oomph today,
Sagittarius. Make sure that extra
liveliness is going to productive
means and try to stay away from
conflict. Spread some of that
energetic mood by helping out a
friend that needs it.

A. With a pair of Caesars.

Q. How did the farmer fix a
hole in his jeans?

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a happy day for you,
Capricorn. Things are going your
way, so embrace it. It is not bad
to be content; being at ease will
help you be open to new ideas. A
positive change is coming your
way.
Aquarius(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You may be more paranoid today,
Aquarius. A friend may make you
suspicious but be aware that it may
be because of your guarded attitude and not necessarily something that they did. The right
answer will become clear.
Pisces(Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is cryptic, Pisces. An
element of mystery will make
.hings interesting. If you are
considering facing a fear, take
the jump. This will make the
unknown easier to figure out.

Diversions: The
difference between
mimes and morons. If
there was a difference.

HEMAINE
LAM
CAM
PUS
Randy Cummings
Diversions
581-1267

A. With a Cabbage Patch.

Word Lasso
1

A

2

0

3

V

4

A

5

E

A
Rearrange the letters to form real words.
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News you can use: Vice President Cheney sent after Bin-Laden
Kevin Federline defends own existence

Rambling
Fool
By Benjamin Jarvela
Following Vice President Dick Cheney's
shooting of a 78-year-old man on a hunting
trip last week, the Bush administration
announced Tuesday that Cheney was being
sent to the Middle East — not on a diplomatic mission, but to bring top leaders of the
Iraqi insurgency and AI-Qaeda's No. 1 man,
Osama Bin Laden, to justice.
"Dick is hardcore like that," said
President George Bush at a press conference,
during which the announcement was made.
"Once we saw what he did to that man on
that there huntin' trip, we knew what we had
to do. Namely, pack his ol' butt up and send
him off to war."
The president added,"Any man who darn
near kills a fella while tryin' to shoot penraised quails has got to be one helluva soldier
when he's actually tryin'. He's the rootin-ist,
tootin-ist vice president there ever was!"
The vice president was dispatched with
Navy Sea,Air, and Land(SEAL)Team Six
with the primary mission objective of
locating some of the administration's most
wanted men. When asked whether it was a
breach of security to announce the mission
of a particular SEAL team, the president
responded,"Well, shoot. It's not like we're
gonna treat the SEALs any better than we
treat undercover CIA agents. Where's the
fun in that?"
Cheney and his squad,renamed "The Dirty
Dicks" for the duration of the mission, left
Langley Air Force base late Tuesday evening.

"Singer"-"Dancer" Kevin Federline was
forced to validate his own life before an angry
mob late Wednesday evening. The mob,
incited to riot after discovering Federline's
"music" on his MySpace.com profile, had
previously kicked down the gate to the trailer
par-err-estate Federline shares with his wife,
pop."star" Britney Spears. K-Fed, as he is
often called by detractors, was then confronted by a mob of nearly 1,000 people all upset
at having had to listen to his latest "song" for
as long as it took them to scream in anguish
and rip the speakers from their computers.
"But, I be malcin' music, y'all. I'm from
the hood and sh*t. This how I be expressin'
myself," yelled Federline over the shouts of
"BURN HIM!" coming from the crowd.
"C'mon, y'all. Don't be hatin'," continued the former backup dancer as his wife's
shrill voice came from behind him, shouting
something about being out of bourbon.
The mob then stormed the SpearsFederline estate. Police were able to restore
order about an hour later, and both Federline
and Spears were rushed to the local veterinarian's office in critical condition.
Federline's music career was pronounced
dead on arrival.
Iran, Al-Qaeda score moral victory
over U.S.
In the latest move of an ever-escalating
battle for political and moral superiority,
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
announced Tuesday morning that his country
was legalizing same-sex marriage and that he
himself would wed Osama Bin Laden, his
long-time partner in the war against Western
imperialism.
"For years, the people of the United
States have lived under oppressive capital-

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY BENJAMIN JARVELA

ism. We wish to show the infidels the superiority of Islam and the glorious revolution,"
Ahmadinejad said, reading from a prepared
statement. "The people of Iran will now be
able to exercise a freedom the U.S. denies its
people and I will be the first to demonstrate
this during my upcoming nuptials with
Osama Bin Laden, a true hero of Islam and
the people of Iran."
"Nyah nyah nyah nyah," Ahmadinejad
added.
The televised ceremony, which is
scheduled for April 4, is expected to draw
an international audience of millions, making history as the first legal gay marriage
in the Middle East and the first time a head

of state has taken part in such an affair.
British Prime Minister Tony Blair, upon
hearing the announcement, was quoted as
saying,"It's about bloody time. At least we
can get a break from him while he's on the
honeymoon."
Osama Bin Laden was not available
for comment, as he is currently hiding in
an unknown cave. He did, however,
release an audiotape stating that, while he
is the leader of the glorious jihad against
the infidels and soldier of the one true
God, he would be happy to participate.
Bin-Laden did stipulate during the tape,
however,"I am not a catcher." CIA officials are looking into the meaning.
•

Q: When does

Black + White

Green?

A: Only when you advertise
in the Maine Campus.
Put our newspaper to work for you and reach
into the pockets of over 11,000 students plus
faculty and staff. Advertise restaurants, stores,
bars, travel opportunities, events, services or
anything that University of Maine students
spend their thousands of dollars on per yeare
for more informatiOn contact

ad .it up.

Allison Frazier
Advertising Manager
ads@mainecampus.com
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Coach's CRUNCH
Corner
From Page 20

standings or those outside things.
They're not jumping ahead to next
week or panicking."
The Black Bears and Retrievers
each sport 5-9 conference records,
tied for eighth place.
Behind the largest home crowd of
the season, UMaine erased a 12point deficit and defeated New
Hampshire in overtime to snap a
four-game losing streak on Sunday.
The Black Bears are hoping to build
on the momentum of the pivotal victory.
"We're just taking it game by
game," Woodward said. "We want
to be playing well at the right time,
we need everyone to step up and I
think
they realize that. They've been
UMaine head coach Ted
talking amongst themselves about
Woodward shares three keys
being very competitive in this last
to the Black Bears game
stretch."
against UMBC tonight.
The Black Bears hang precariously close to the play-in spot because of
an 0-4 start to their league campaign.
Transition defense
They've responded with a 5-4 mark
"They're one of the
since,providing the opportunity for a
leading scoring teams decent tourney seeding despite the
tough start.
in the league. You
"We've been playing catch-up
have to do a good job since the beginning," said
in transition because Woodward. —They're a great bunch
to
they've worked very
they will run the floor." hardbeallaround;
season. We can't have had
Offensive rebounds better practices than we've had the
last few weeks."
"You have to keep
UMaine will also look to avenge
them from getting
an 82-63 loss to the Retrievers in
Baltimore earlier this season.
second shots
UMBC ended the game on a 23-2
because they do a
run to close out the Black Bears.
"That game was tied with six
greatjob crashing the
minutes to go," said Woodward.
boards to get them." `They got a bump on us and we tried
Perimeter defense
to use some extreme pressure to get
back
in it. It was high risk-high
"They have really
reward and it didn't work out."
good shooters, so
The Black Bears went scoreless
in the final five minutes of the game
you have to defend
and was hampered by 16 turnovers,
them. Everything
and a -13 rebounding ratio.
starts on defense."
"They got a lot of second shots
and transition baskets, so hopefully

RUN
From Page 20
point performance from last
Saturday's win over UNH with
22 last night, but it wasn't
enough. Classmates Bracey
Barker added 11, and Lindsay
Hugstaad-Vaa added eight, all
in the first half. But, the rest of
the Black Bears added a mere
six points and UMaine's 3-of15 mark from behind the threepoint line didn't help matters.
On the flip side, the
Retrievers had relatively balanced offense led by 15 from
Sharri Rohde, 12 from Matea
Pender, nine from Brittnie
Hughes and eight from Amanda
Robinson.
The Black Bears extended a
19-13 halftime advantage to
30-17 with 14:32 to play in the
game. However, UMBC would
ignite a 16-0 run over the next

10 minutes to take command,
47-39 with just over two minutes left in the game. The
Retrievers went on to hit nine
straight free throws to seal the
victory.
The loss dips UMaine to 4-9
in America East play, 8-16
overall. The Black Bears
remain a half game ahead of
Vermont for seventh place, and
one
game
behind
New
Hampshire for sixth. As for
UMBC, they improve to 7-6 in
conference, 15-9 overall, and
sit in fourth place.
The Black Bears continue
finish off their two-game_ road
trip against Hartford on
Saturday afternoon.
The
Hawks sit comfortably'in first
place with a 13-1 conference
mark, having lost their first
America East game of the season earlier this week. The
Hawks cruised to a 73-55 win
at Alfond Arena earlier this
year.

R.I.P.
North American Hockey
Died February 22., 2oo6
Torino, Italy
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TOPPLING OVER — UMaine's Philippe Tchekane Bofia powers past a theatrical UNH player during Sunday's thrilling 59-56 overtime win over the Wildcats.
as a team we can avoid those things," thing they can possibly give us," sibly can to help us win,"
said Woodward.
Woodward said. "Their teammates Woodward said.
The Retrievers have the third really want to send them out on a
For Peticus, Senior Day comes a
leading scoring team in the confer- high note."
year later than expected after he was
ence, averaging 66.4 points per
Turner, who transferred from forced to take a medical red shirt due
game.
UNLV to play his junior and senior to back problems last season. He's
UMBC's high powered offense seasons at UMaine, has led the responded by becoming a valuable
isn't matched on the defensive end, team in scoring the last two seasons. leader to a young Black Bears squad,
though, as they are at the bottom of His 14.8 ppg are good for fifth in the and is a long-range threat. Petkus'
the conference statistics table allow- conference. Turner is also one of season high 15 against Albany all
ing 69 points per game.
the leading defenders in America came on three-point tries.
The game will also represent the East, averaging 1.48 steals per con"Freddy's been a tremendous
last time on the Alfond hardwood for test, and is one of the leading leader for us," Woodward said. —The
seniors Ernest Turner and Freddy rebounding guards in the confer- guys really appreciate the things
Petlws.
ence.
Freddy and Ernest have given us."
'Those guys have given us every"Ernest does everything he posTip-off is at 7:30 p.m.

DON'T FORGET TO VOTE

Wednesday,March 1, 2006
Vote for
President & Vice President
Voting will take place
on First Class from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Students may also vote
in the Student Government Office
in the Wade Leadership Center
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Coach's ROLLS
Corner
From Page 20

UMaine head coach Tim
Whitehead shares three keys
to the Black Bears series
against Merrimack.

Tempo
"We want to play at a
high tempo this weekend. That's been vety
effective for us the last
couple of weekends."
The transition
"We want to keep
focusing on our transition because that is
always key in hockey,
the transition to both
offense and defense."
Play in front of the net
"We have to continue
to focus on our play at
the net front. Both the
offensive side by getting in front of a hot
goalie like Watson and
on the flip-side protecting our goalies."

SWIM
From Page 20
"It gives so much to know
the entire team is there and
behind you," said Levy, who
was also part of the 800 free
relay and the 400 medley relay,
the two relays that broke
school records.
Junior Tal Shpaizer, senior
Brittany Harrington, freshman
Colleen Miller, and Levy finished fifth.in the 800 free relay
with a time of 7:47.83, beating
the previous school record
from 2002 by over a second.
The 400 medley relay, consisting of Miller, Levy,
Shpaizer and senior Shelbi
Settlage, took another school
record that was set in 2001.
Finishing with time of 3:57.15,
they beat the record by seventenths of a second.
UMaine coach Jeff Wren
said the record was something
not expected.
had
they
"Everyone had to hit their best

ice-advantage so we really have
to focus on this weekend," said
Whitehead. "We can't get caught
up in the PairWise things or a battle for home-ice; right now it's a
battle to beat Merrimack. That's
the healthy way to attack this
weekend."
For the Black Bears, 21-10-1
and 14-8-1 in conference, the
series represents a chance to keep
pace with league leaders Boston
College and Boston University.
"We're still shooting for the
league championship and that is
what our objective is," said
Whitehead. "Obviously some
teams would have to lose some
games to do that but it is possible.
In order to do that the key thing is
that we have to get every point we
can down the stretch. We want to
finish as high as we can regardless of whom our match-ups end
up being."
To stage the most dramatic of
comebacks, the Black Bears will
need to avoid making the
Merrimack games a trap series. It
is a problem that several teams
this season have had when pitted
against the 5-20-5 Warriors.
"The Merrimack series has
been a trap for some teams in the
league because they don't look
great on paper but we know they
are better than that," said
Whitehead. "If you look at their
team, they beat Vermont at
Vermont, then lost in OT at
Vermont, tied Northeastern, lost
to New Hampshire, and tied New
Hampshire, tied Lowell and lost
to Lowell."
"In their last three home games
they have three ties. This is a
tough team to play at home. They
are a team that is gaining confidence. They're a team that knows
that they're better than the last
time we played."
Then again, so are the Black
Bears.
Led by senior Greg Moore,
who has 13 points in his last 10
games for a team-high 33 points,
the Black Bears have taken over
the titles of best offense and
fourth best defense in the country.
"I am really not worried about
time to make it, and they did,"
he said.
Shpaizer, along with the two
relay records, took the 200 IM
school record with a time of
2:09:03 placing sixth in the
event.
"It was the best season so far
in my college career," said
Shpaizer. "I got my personal
best in almost all my events."
Miller, along with swimming in four relays, took fourth
in the 500 and 200 free.
"[Miller] races as well as
anybody I've ever met," Wren
said.
Settlage is a transfer student
swimming only one year for
UMaine. In her last and only
America East Championship
she had lifetime best times at
the event, and walked away
with two school records.
Also pulling through for
UMaine was sophomore Kiki
O'Donnell. On the last night of
the championships, O'Donnell
placed eighth in the 1,650 free,
the first event of the evening.
"It was really nice to have

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ROSE COLLINS

ON THE HOP — UMaine's John Hopson battles along the boards with a BC player.
our offense," said Whitehead.
"We've got the top powerplay and
offense altogether. No matter how
we are scoring them we're scoring them. The area that we need to
continue to focus on is that those
forwards play strong defensively
as well and that's been our focus.
When they've done that we've
been a very tough team to beat."
Moore was named Hockey
East Defensive Player of the
Week, while freshman netminder
Ben Bishop garnered his first
Hockey East Player of Week
honor. Last weekend, Bishop
hauled in 51 saves while surrendering two goals. Bishop has a
14-6-1 record and a 2.23 goals
against average.
The play of Moore, as well as
assistant captain Michel Leveille,
who has a personal 12-game
point streak going, should offset
the performances of two of the
more underrated players in the
conference: Bryan Schmidt and
winger Vat Johnson.
"Johnson can score particularly on the powerplay; there aren't
a lot of guys in the league with 11

power
play
goals," said
Whitehead."He would be the top
power-play goal scorer on our
team right now statistically. On a
team that hasn't scored a lot of
goals so far that's pretty impressive."'"
Johnson has tallied a teamhigh 14 goals, while Schmidt has
12 points.
Whitehead also believes that
the performance of freshman
goalie Patrick Watson will figure
heavily into the outcome of both
games. Watson, who has snagged
the starter's spot from Jim Healy,
has a 2.69 goals against average
and .920 save percentage.
"He's now their go-to-guy and
he's really playing very well. His
save percentage and his goals
against are very impressive,"
said Whitehead.
If the Black Bears continue to
show the same urgency that they
displayed against Vermont and
Boston College, Whitehead is
confident about the weekend.
"We've been through some
adverse situations and injuries
and we've really stuck together

her start us off on the right
foot," said Wren. Earlier in the
championships
O'Donnell
placed eighth in the 400 IM.

uted the women's success at
championships to a number of
things.
"We had some great swims,
lots of personal bests, a few
records were even broken, and
the team morale was very high
the whole weekend," she said.
Viles, along with many of
the other swimmers, set per-.
sonal records at the championships.
"I know I, as well as many
others, are anxious to see what
new and exciting things next
year's swim season will bring,"
said Viles.
On the men's side, UMaine
swimming and diving placed
fifth with a total of 320 points.
Wren said almost all the swimmers on the men's team break
at least one personal record at
the championships.
UMaine's top placer for the
men was freshman Nathan
Richard, who came in second
in the 200 breast with a time of
57.10. Richard broke the previous record of 57.43 set in 1987
by Dewey Wyatt.

"I am pretty pumped
I broke a school
record; the record was
older than I was."
Nathan Richard
UMaine swimming

For women's diving, Jessica
Pratt received the highest score
ever when she placed fifth on
the one meter board. Assistant
Coach Susan Lizzotte said that
it's unusual for divers to score
their all-time best at championships.
Junior Lauren Viles attrib-

and that's a great statement for a
team," said Whitehead. "It's
always a great sign for the program that you can get through
tough situations as our team did.
Obviously that creates some
renewed excitement to know
'hey, we're healthy again' and
we can do something special.
Everyone is excited and you can
see that on the ice."
And as always, the Black
Bears are continuing the proud
tradition of success at the most
important time of the year: The
end.
"We are really proud of that
tradition," said Whitehead.
"Like most things in life there
aren't a lot of accidents; it's
preparation and hard work and
focusing at the key moments.
And obviously it takes some
luck too. Maybe we're fortunate
or who knows, but it does seem
to happen that way. a lot. I think
that the guys get a lot of confidence knowing that we peak like
that."
Both games are set to begin at
7 p.rn.
"I am pretty pumped I broke
a school record; the record was
older than I was," said Richard.
Also in the 100 breast was junior Chris Card, placing fifth
with a time of 58.40.
Richard added a fifth place
finish in the 200 breast with a
time of 2:08.17, while Chris
Card placed 10th with a time of
2:10.83. Richard took fifth in
the 50 free with a time of
21.72.
The men took fifth in the
800 free relay, 200 free relay,
400 medley relay, 400 free
relay and 200 medley relay.
The men's diving team was
led by sophomore Keith
Burgie. Burgie placed sixth in
both the one and three meter
events, in which freshman
Justin Maldonado followed by
placing eighth in both events.
The conference championships brought the season to
an end for both the men's and
women's squads.
The Black Bears will return
to the pools in the fall, starting
at the end of October.
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Light the Lamp: Scoring binge gets UMaine back on track
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
The electricity at Alfond Arena may have
failed, causing a 15-minute delay in play
Saturday night, but there was no power shortage for the University of Maine men's ice
hockey team as they pilfered Boston College's
net three times on the night and seven times on
the weekend in an eye-opening sweep of the
fourth-ranked Eagles.
The Black Bears' potent attack carried the
team through the toughest stretch of its schedule, amassing 22 goals over six games against
New Hampshire, Vermont and BC. UMaine
rode their scorers' hot hands to a 4-1-1 mark
that placed them firmly back in the NCAA
tournament picture and the Hockey Fast regular season title hunt.
Think about that for a minute. Potent
offense...at UMaine? Admittedly, the Black
Bears didn't have the best scoring touch in the
land over the last two seasons,and the prevailing wisdom around the college hockey world
is that they're still not as talented up front as
most of their rivals. Offense will abandon
them again down the stretch,they say. But that
couldn't be further from the truth.
In fact, the Black Bears' 108 goals are the
most in Hockey Fast this year. There was a
time when elite goalies like UVM's Joe Fallon
and BC's Cory Schneider made Mainet-iaks
cringe, but Tim Whitehead's troops made the
pair look pedestrian the last two weekends.
All of a sudden, UMaine is scoring at
UNH's pace. What brought on this dramatic
increase in production? It starts on the power
play, where the Black Bears operate at a
Hockey East best 21 percent. That's a huge
improvement over two straight seasons at an
abysmal 16 percent.
Senior captain Greg Moore's elite play is
another. His 22 goals are second only to Colin
Shields' outstanding freshman total of 29 in
this century's UMaine record books. His
clutch play should land him squarely in the

middle of the conference Player of the Year
race, and it's been a while since a Black
Bears'forward could make that claim.
The team's leading scorer had 27 points
last year. UMaine already has three players
over that mark.In addition to Moore's 33,junior Josh Soares emerged with a career best 30,
and senior Derek Damon has notched 28.
Junior Michel Leveille is right behind with 26
and sophomore Billy Ryan's 23 make it possible for five players to top last year's best
points total.
The Black Bears are scoring in a variety of
ways as well. Consider the weekend series
against BC. Soares used a blistering wrister to
net the opener Friday night,Leveille slammed
home a rebound for the second, and Damon
OW
deflected in a Ryan drive for the third. Three
distinctly different goals from three different
players.
It was more of the same Saturday as
Moore skated in alone and fooled Schneider
on a brilliant move through the crease, followed by scores from Rob Bellamy and Bret
Tyler. Three more goals from three other
Black Bears.
Any member of this UMaine squad can
beat you in so many different ways. The
fourth line came up with two goals Saturday
night and the game-winner against Vermont
last Friday. They'll score on solo-efforts,
one-timers, rebounds, or any other way you'
can imagine. Finesse or hard work, it doesn't matter. They can light the lamp either
way.
So let it be known: The Black Bears
offense is challenged no more. It's been evident all season, and two straight seven-goal
weekends against the stingiest defenses in
Hockey East ought to put these scorers on
the map.
They may not claim the national championship, but after watching them this weekCAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON
end, fans can rest assured of this: Should
UMaine's Derek Damon prepares to take a shot on
UMaine suffer defeat in the 2006 NCAA BREAKING IN
tournament, the score will not be 1-0.
Boston College goalie Cory Schneider last weekend at Alfond Arena.

Pick of the litter among second basemen
Sports
From the
North

By Matt McGraw
For The Maine Campus
Oh, second baseman. Your
arm isn't good enough to play
shortstop, and you don't hit
well enough to play third base.
That's no problem though;
there are second basemen aplenty in this year's Major
League crop.
Any time the word second
base is brought up, everyone
gravitates to Alfonso Soriano,
and rightfully so. To anyone
who thinks Soriano isn't the
best second baseman in the
game, you're either Rangers
General Manager Jon Daniels
or you haven't seen much baseball. Aside from striking out
too much, Soriano is miles
ahead of all second basemen in
power numbers and steals 30
bags a year easily. Add that to
his 100 RBIs and 100 runs and
you have one of the league's
top producers.
If that isn't enough, think
back to the Houston All-Star
game when he blasted a 90
mph splitter about 400 feet

down the left field line.
So who is the runner-up second baseman? Chase Utley
earns this spot for 2006. Count
on Utley to hit 30 home runs,
steal 20 bases, and both drive
in and score 100 runs. Plus his
lineup sport will receive some
actual protection with Aaron
Rowand and Bobby Abreu, not
the 2005 version of Jim
Thome.
Another close candidate for
runner-up at second base will
be Jorge Cantu. The Devil
Rays seem to improve every
year, and with Carl Crawford
still waiting for that breakout
year, there is a good chance that
teams will give Cantu enough
pitches to hit 30 home runs and
drive in 120 plus RBIs.
Although Cantu's slugging percentage should break .500 this
year, don't count on any stolen
bases or walks since speed and
patience are not his virtues.
Don't let those scare you from
picking Cantu up; power at the
second base spot is rare and
needs to be taken if available in
the middle rounds of a draft.
If anyone wants a list of who
not to draft at second base,
keep reading. Jeff Kent will not
produce like he has in the past
Don't get me
few years.
wrong, Jeff Kent is a great
player and is the reason Barry
Bonds is now hated by the
media, but let's look at the realThe
ity of his situation.

Dodgers have every infielder
and their brother on their depth
chart, and with the addition of
Furcal, which moves Izturis
somewhere, and Garciaparra
once again playing for his job,
the battle for infield time in Los
Angeles will be a tough one.
Expect Kent to keep a high onbase percentage, but the power
numbers will no doubt drop.
A few other guys that
shouldn't be overvalued are
Ronnie Belliard, Craig Biggio
and Marcus Giles. There is no
doubt that these guys are
among the top offensive producing second basemen. Just
don't overvalue them. Wait
until later rounds to pick one of
these three up. Each of them
could get you 20 home runs,
100 runs, 75 RBIs, and with the
exception of Belliard, 10 stolen
bases.
Early in the draft, however,
you can get much better production from outfielders or corner infielders who have much
greater depths at each position.
There is no sense in drafting an
average second baseman over
an average third baseman
because the average third baseman will generate much more
offensive production than the
second baseman.
Lastly, and most importantly, I will personally shake the
hand of anyone who drafts Jose
Vizcaino, once again proving
his career has not yet ended.

UP Next
Ituradcly_frAL23
Men's basketball vs. UMBC
7:30 p.m., Alfond Arena
Friday Feb. 24
Softball vs. E. Tennessee St.
10 a.m., Chattanooga, TN
Softball vs. Belmont
12:15 p.m., Chattanooga, TN
Baseball vs. Mississippi
4 p.m., Oxford, MS

NE
CAMPUST"
CLASSIFIEDS
Apartments &
Houses
eff,1,2,3,4,5,6 bed
avail.
KC Management:
866-7027
BECOME A DELL CAMPUS REP- EARN $12/HR.
Make your own hours and
gain amazing experience for
your resume! Position starts
immediately. Go to:
Repnation.com/dell to apply.

Men's hockey vs. Merrimack
7 p.m., Andover, MA
Saturday Feb. 25
Women's hockey vs. BC
Noon, Alfond Arena
Baseball vs. Mississippi
2:30 p.m., Oxford, MS
Men's hockey vs. Merrimack
7 p.m., Andover, MA

SUMMER IN MAINE
Males and Females
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity.
*Tennis
*Swim
*Canoe
*Sail
*Water Ski
*Kayak
*Gymnastics
*Archery
*Silver Jewelry
*Rocks
*English Riding
*Ropes
*Art
*Copper Enameling
*Basketball
*Pottery
*Field Hockey
*Office
*And More!
June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website. Apply on line
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for girls:
1-800-997-4347
www.tripplakecamp.com
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side of things, Joel Barret has been record in 2005 for UMaine was 8-2.
outstanding," said Trimper. "He's
Trimper is still trying to shore up
been one of the best captains I've his rotation.
been around in awhile. He's just a
"With the conference having
From Page 20
great vocal leader."
four games a weekend, We are
is currently ranked 19th in the
Barret led the team with a .987 going to try and find four starters,"
country and rolling after a sweep of fielding percentage.
said Trimper.
St. Louis and an 18-hit victory
Following closely behind Ban-et
He hopes Nolan Boike and two
against Stamford.
are fellow captains Joe Hough and freshmen, Michael Powers and Pat
According to Trimper, the Ryan Quintal. Hough, the Black Moran will fit nicely into the mix.
Black Bears will resist the tempta- Bears lead-off man, recorded a Trimper also noted that freshman
tion of looking at the Rebels' star- remarkable junior campaign tally- Jose Mendoza could see some time.
studded lineup. Instead, all the ing a team-leading 55 runs, while
In the bullpen, Scott Robinson
Black Bears need to do is focus on snagging an on-base percentage of returns with a record of 2-2 last seathemselves.
.411. In left field, Quintal collected son and nine saves. He ranks fourth
"We are just trying to play 46 runs and 49 RBIs last season.
in UMaine history with 15 saves,
clean," said Trimper. "We want to
"Ryan Quintal and Joel Hough four shy of tying the school record
play routine baseball. We are going are more leaders by example," said for career saves.
to try and play a lot of guys. We'll Trimper."They just play extremely
"Scott Robinson on the pitching
be getting a couple extra pitchers in hard and practice extremely hard." side of things has done a great job
there to get some looks and particuRounding out the lineup for the acting as a second assistant coach„"
larly in the infield and outfield we Black Bears will be junior Matt said Trimper.
will be playing a lot of different McGraw batting in the two spot as
The first-year coach believes his
guys."
DH and transfer Bobby Brown.
team is ready to kick competition
That's not to say the Black Bears
"We added a really good transfer off.
don't know who their opponent is. in Bobby Brown from High Point
"We've been inside for about
UMaine is well aware of their University. I think he is going to hit five weeks now and the kids are in
Southeastern Conference foe. Led right in the middle of the lineup," shape, they've been working out,
by junior centerfielder Alex said Trimper. "McGraw is a great so now we're a little anxious to get
Presley, who went 7-for-10 with guy to hit in the two spot. He's just going and play some outside comnine RBIs and four runs against St. a contact guy; a very smart, heady petition," said Trimper."I think the
Louis, the Rebels hope to extend baseball player."
difference with this team is that
their current undefeated 3-0 record
From the mound,'UMaine will with the new facility, the dome,
in front of one of the more raucous hand the ball over to senior Troy we've actually gotten a lot of live
crowds in all of college baseball.
Martin in hopes that he can pick up looks."
"We're just going to try and get the slack while ace Greg Norton
And what type of squad does he
everybody some experience from nurses an arm injury. Norton regis- want to show off down in Oxford?
this trip," said Trimper. "It's a good tered a 9-4 record a year ago and
"I want us to be an aggressive
place to start. You want to play the tied the school record for starts in a bunch that is going to step off the
best competition."
season with 15. He was also one bus and try and outplay you," said
UMaine, on the other hand, will win shy of the UMaine record for Trimper."You might be better than
need the assistance of its upper wins in a season. Martin should us talent-wise today, but we're not
classmen if they wish to swing have no problem filling the void going to show you that. We are just
some upsets. Headlining the Black left by Norton. The New going to outplay you."
Bears on offense and batting in the Hampshire native enters the new
Opening day for UMaine
third spot is junior captain Joel year coming off a summer season begins at 4 p.m on Friday. The
Barrett, who posted an average of that saw him named the New squads will follow it up with a pair
.340 and 43 RBIs last season.
England Collegiate Baseball of games Saturday and Sunday at
"On the,offensive and defensive League Pitcher of the Year. His 1:30.

LOST IN THE SUN — A UMaine baseball player tries to
track down a fly ball as it falls just out of his glove during
practice at Alumni Stadium yesterday.

Connecticut being swept by
Providence College, gave the
Black Bears a two-point cushion for the final playoff spot.
From Page 20
"There is definitely some
final home series for the sen- pressure but we are ready for
iors, it will also be the second it." said defenseman Jenna
defenseman
Kim Cowan. "I think every game is
game
Meagher plays against the a big game for us because our
Eagles. For the Hampden league is so tight."
native, this is the first time she
"We might be younger than
plays against BC at the Alfond. what we were last season, but
The last time the Black Bears we have a lot of confidence."
faced the Eagles, they lost 5-3.
Besides the push for the
"I think last time we played final playoff spot, the Black
them, they just executed on our Bears could move up to the
chances and we did not," said third spot depending on the
defenseman Kelly Law. "One result of Providence's series
of the things we need to work against the Huskies. Assuming
on heading into the weekend is the Black Bears sweep BC, and
making sure that we do not if the Friars are swept by
give up extra shots."
UConn, UMaine will play BC
UMaine is coming off a again in the first round of the
road-trip that saw them garner playoffs.
The other scenario that
a split with the Boston
University Terriers. In the first could factor in if UMaine
game, the Black Bears lost 2-1. sweeps BC is if Providence can
After UMaine took a first-peri- also sweep UConn. If the
od 1-0 lead, the Terriers clawed Huskies are swept, the Black
back over the next two periods Bears would remain in fourth
to win the game. The Black place which would see them
Bears were stymied by a 38 play the University of New
save effort from goalie Allyse Hampshire in the opening
round.
Wilcox.
"We are looking to go out
The second game saw the
Black Bears get some late and get the sweep, because that
revenge on Wilcox as they won way we control our own destiny," Steblen said. "It's always
2-1.
With five seconds left, fun to play against UNH, but I
Sonia Corriveau played a pass am really not looking at third
out of the corner of Wilcox's or fourth. But right now, we are
eye as the puck found Patricia just trying to stay in it."
Gagnon. From there, the freshShould the Black Bears
man forward placed a shot on qualify for the postseason after
the net that went in. Maine's this weekend's action, the
win over the Terriers accompa- Hockey East tournament takes
nied by the University of place next weekend in Boston.

student journalist.
In
between
the
events
•
Think about it: It's one thing described in my stories, the
to write about a man and his man and I would talk about
team; however, it is another to topics ranging from politics to
share a room with him. sports — just about anything.
Needless to say, it was someThe last time I remember7.
thing that was on my mind the the only person I really diswhole week.
cussed all those things with
By the time Friday arrived, I and really meant all of it was
was expecting that we would well, yeah, you guessed it, my
keep to ourselves in order to own father.
preserve that relationship of
I am not comparing Guy
coach and journalist.
Perron to my dad. Hell,I would
not even compare Pele to my
dad and I think Pete is the
greatest thing to walk the face
of the Earth.
When hefirst told me
What I am saying is that this
man was willing to get to know
we'd be roomates on me and respect the things I did.
It's things like this that make
the trip, I was
him more than just a good
thinking, "Yeah, I'm coach, but a great person.
A few months ago, I somescrewed."
what controversially stated that
I did not think this place was a
'real hockey school.'
Now you know why I said it.
I was wrong.
Most of it does have to do
Once he got on the bus, he with the fact that the women's
did more than ask my opinion team doesn't get love from
about the trip. He actually some fans. The rest of it has to
wanted to know how my day do with the fact that this man is
was. He wanted to know what more than willing to go the
my plans were for after gradua- extra mile when he does not
tion, which resulted in him get- have to.
ting an invite to when I march.
To me, that is what makes a
Yes, what I am saying is this — great coach.
instead of knowing about what
That is what makes a great
I do, he wanted to know why I father but for the sake of this
qv,
did it.
article, it made for this:
That same mentality extendThe best roommate I have
ed throughout our entire trip. ever had.

BATTER

BERTH
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Perron a genuine leader, nice guy

By Ryan Clark
Staff Reporter
"He is like a father figure."
That is a statement from
someone within in the athletic
department about women's
hockey head coach Guy
Perron. The amazing thing is
that statement could not be
more true.

Commentary
Those who have read the
accounts of my weekend road
trip following the team read
how they came from glory and
whatnot, but here is the real
story — Perron.
I did mention the man and
how he motivated them before
their 2-1 victory over Boston
University Sunday. I also stated how happy he was to go
back to Orono with a split.
What I did not mention is that
he is someone any person can
relate to.
When he first told me that
we'd be roommates on the trip,
I was thinking, "Yeah, I'm
screwed." I think that would
be the natural reaction of any
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UMaine gets
offensive
Page 18

Crunch Time
Senior Day riddled with playoff
implications for men's basketball
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor

place at the worst. A loss almost
guarantees them a rematch with
the Seawolves in the dreaded
Four months and 25 games play-in game.
after they first stepped onto the
The possible permutations of
floor together, it all comes down seeding scenarios are many, as
to tonight.
just two games separate the teams
The University of Maine from third to fifth in the confermen's basketball team hosts ence standings. It'd be enough to
Maryland-Baltimore
County stray some teams' focus, but
tonight in a contest oozing with scoreboard watching and brackeplayoff implications.
The tology aren't distracting the Black
America Easfconference consists Bears.
ofnine teams, meaning the eighth
"That's something I'm proud
and ninth place teams must play a of these guys about," said
preliminary game to qualify for ' UMaine head coach Ted
the eight-team championship Woodward. "This is a group that
field. A win, with one over Stony hasn't been worried about the
Brook in the season finale
Sunday, gives UMaine seventh See CRUNCH on Page 16

UMaine hoping to
secure berth vs. BC
By Ryan Clark
Staff Reporter
For 25 individuals, seven
months of work comes
down to two days.

BC VS. UM
SATURDAY, FEB. 25
NOON
Although they hold the
final spot in the Hockey
East playoff chase, the
University
of
Maine
women's hockey team will
likely have to sweep the
10th-ranked Boston College
Eagles this weekend as they
look to secure that playoff
spot.

"Basically as a staff we
are watching a lot of video
to review our system," said
assistant coach Lauren
Steblen. "We have been
focusing on things like the
power play as well since it
has not worked out well for
us lately."
The first of their twogame set against the Eagles
will start at noon on
Saturday, with the final
game on Sunday. Regardless
of the outcome, these will
be the last home games for
seniors Morgan Janusc,
Amy Quirion and Cheryl
White.
While the series is the
See BERTH on Page 19
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STOP ON A DIME — Josh Soares and BC defenseman Peter Harrold change direction to chase
a loose puck into the corner during last weekend's series between UMaine and the Eagles.

Eyes on the Prize
Men's hockey rolls into Merrimack looking for points
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief
North Andover, Mass. is not
Chestnut Hill.
Nor is it Durham, Providence or
even Commonwealth Avenue in
Beantown.
The University of Maine men's
ice hockey squad is well aware of
that fact. But to them that doesn't
matter. This is February and every
game is pivotal.
Over the weekend, the eighthranked Black Bears will carry this
attitude and a four-game unbeaten

streak southbound to North Andover
for their final road adventure of the
regular season against Merrimack.
UMaine enters the series flying high
after a decisive sweep of Hockey
East leader Boston College last
weekend at Alfond Arena.
Since suffering a Saturday defeat
at the hands of UNH on Feb. 5, the
red-hot Black Bears, who are 7-1-1
in their last nine contests, have
jumped from sixth place in Hockey
East to third. Along with UMaine's
vault in the conference standings,
.the squad has skyrocketed from 21St
in the PairWise Rankings to 10th

overall. Too say, the least it's been
an interesting two weeks for the
Black Bears and their fans.
"We've made some progress in
the PairWise and in the league so it's
very exciting for our team right
now," said UMaine head coach Tim
Whitehead.
According to Whitehead, however, none of that matters this weekend
when the Black Bears set up camp
against the Warriors at Lawler
Arena.
"Obviously they have the home
See ROLLS on Page 17

Five UMaine Batter up: Baseball launches season UM doomed
records fall
by 16-0 run
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief

By Dana Bulba
For The Maine Campus

The University of Maine
swim teams broke five school
records while competing at the

Swimming and Diving
America East Championships
at Boston University this past
weekend. The women's swimming and diving team finished
the event in fourth place with
433 points, while the men finished fifth with 320 points.
Freshman Adi Levy led the
UMaine women in points.
Levy placed second in the 200
fly with a time of 2:08.90, 10th
in the 500 free and ninth in the
100 fly.
See SWIM on Page 17

Eight months ago. the University of Maine baseball
team ended their season in Oxford, Miss.
On Friday,the Black Bears return to the scene of the
crime.
For UMaine, the weekend series against highlyranked Mississippi not only represents the start of their
season but also a shot at redemption.
Last June, the Black Bears saw their historic season
conclude in Oxford after dropping two-out-of-three
games in NCAA Tournament regional action.
However, before bowing out narrowly to highly-touted
Oklahoma,the Black Bears found the record books. In
one of the truly feel-good stories of the NCAA tournaCAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON
ment, UMaine knocked off Southern Mississippi for CALL IT IN
THE AIR — Members of the UM
their first tournament victory since 1991 and nearly
baseball squad field fly balls at practice.
upset the Sooners the following day losing 11-10. The
Black Bears fell just one win shy of their first Super Manhattan. "That is unique; that doesn't
happen
Regional appearance in more than 20 years. The rea- often."
son? Why,they lost to the Rebels 5-0 in their opening
UMaine will face a Mississippi squad slightly difround match-up of course. Think the Black Bears are ferent than the one they butted heads with in the
postready for some revenge?
season. This time around, the Rebels boast a fairly
"It is nice that where the last game of the year last young squad with just three seniors at the helm.
year was is where we are starting this year," said first- Nonetheless,they are as dangerous as ever. Mississippi
year Black Bear head coach Steve Trimper, who arrives
in Orono after spending the past seven years with
See BATTER on Page 19

By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
It was a tale of two .halves
last night for the University of
Maine women's basketball
team. In the
first,
they
UM
47
looked poised
UMBC
60
to claim their
second straight
victory as inspired defense
held
Maryland-Baltimore
County to just 13 points and 20
percent shooting. In the second, it all came crashing down
as the Retrievers scored a season-high 47 second half points
en route to a 60-47 win over the
Black Bears.
Junior Ashley Underwood
followed up her career high 24
See RUN on Page 16

